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Abstract
Bayesian optimization has recently emerged in the machine learning community as a very effective automatic alternative to the tedious task of handtuning algorithm hyperparameters. Although it is a relatively new aspect
of machine learning, it has known roots in the Bayesian experimental design (Lindley, 1956; Chaloner and Verdinelli, 1995), the design and analysis
of computer experiments (DACE; Sacks et al., 1989), Kriging (Krige, 1951),
and multi-armed bandits (Gittins, 1979). In this thesis, we motivate and
introduce the model-based optimization framework and provide some historical context to the technique that dates back as far as 1933 with application
to clinical drug trials (Thompson, 1933).
Contributions of this work include a Bayesian gap-based exploration policy, inspired by Gabillon et al. (2012); a principled information-theoretic
portfolio strategy, out-performing the portfolio of Hoffman et al. (2011); and
a general practical technique circumventing the need for an initial bounding
box. These various works each address existing practical challenges in the
way of more widespread adoption of probabilistic model-based optimization
techniques.
Finally, we conclude this thesis with important directions for future research, emphasizing scalability and computational feasibility of the approach
as a general purpose optimizer.
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Preface
This thesis is an edited volume of three separate research projects led or coled by the author of the thesis. Two of these projects culminated in publications at the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Statistics
(AiStats) in 2014 and 2016—namely (Hoffman et al., 2014; Shahriari et al.,
2016a)—and are detailed in Chapters 6 and 4. All experiments and figures
were respectively run and produced by the author, and are included in the
present document with the approval of all co-authors.
Chapters 2 and 3 were inspired by a third publication—namely (Shahriari et al., 2016b)—and may exhibit some minor overlap. Similarly, Chapter 5
and Appendix D were also originally written by the author for publication
in (Shahriari et al., 2016b) and therefore features significant overlap. Once
again, barring some minor editing, these chapters were written, and all figures were produced, by the author.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Model-based optimization has become a popular and successful approach
to global optimization of black-box functions. In particular, the framework
specializes in finding the optimizer of an unknown objective function f in
a data efficient way, using a relatively low number of function evaluations.
The quantification “relatively low” is deliberately vague because it will often
depend on the dimensionality of the input space, the variability in the objective function, and the level of noise in the output. In general, the objective
functions of interest are non-convex and multi-modal, they do not readily
produce derivative information, and can be expensive to evaluate, hence
the goal of data efficiency. The Bayesian approach is particularly appealing
in this setting because it facilitates combining small amounts of data with
prior knowledge or expertise to make predictions with uncertainties that
are consistent with the prior. In fact, a positive side-effect of a Bayesian
methodology is that it requires the practitioner to precisely quantify her
prior knowledge1 and encode her inductive bias into a prior probability distribution.
This approach is widely applicable to any problem where one can evaluate the objective function at arbitrary points, even when these evaluations
are corrupted by measurement noise. Major successful applications of these
1

Actually, even when there is no prior knowledge, this can be encoded using what is
colloquially known as a non-informative prior, e.g., the Jeffreys prior.

1

techniques include:
. design and analysis of computer experiments (Sacks et al., 1989; Jones
et al., 1998; Azimi et al., 2012),
. reinforcement learning, robotics, and control (Lizotte et al., 2007;
Martinez-Cantin et al., 2007; Brochu et al., 2009; Calandra et al.,
2014),
. environmental monitoring and sensor networks (Garnett et al., 2010;
Srinivas et al., 2010; Marchant and Ramos, 2012),
. advertising and recommender systems (Scott, 2010; Chapelle and Li,
2011),
. interactive user interfaces (Brochu et al., 2007, 2010),
. combinatorial optimization (Hutter et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013b),
. adaptive Monte Carlo samplers (Mahendran et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2013a).
The last bullet point is a specific instance of one general area of particular interest to the machine learning community: the automatic tuning of
algorithms (Bergstra et al., 2011; Snoek et al., 2012; Swersky et al., 2013;
Thornton et al., 2013; Hoffman et al., 2014). In this setting, the objective
function is the generalization accuracy (or error) of a learning algorithm,
and the inputs are the algorithmic or hyperparameter choices. Whereas
these parameters have traditionally been manually tuned and selected by
domain experts, this tedious approach is not scalable and is indeed quickly
becoming unwieldy, if not impossible, with the increase in complexity of
modern learning algorithms. For instance, neural network architectures can
be parameterized by the number of layers, the number of units per layer,
the type of non-linearity at each layer, etc; while, their learning algorithms
also rely on tunable parameters such as learning rates, momentum, and
regularization parameters.
The Bayesian approach to optimizing an unknown objective function is
to model the uncertainty over the function as randomness. With a probabilistic model for the objective, we have the powerful tools of probability
theory at our disposal, as we will see in the next chapter. An agent can
2

then use the model as a surrogate for the objective function and carefully
select where the next data point should be acquired through what is called
a selection policy. These policies leverage both the model prediction and its
predictive uncertainty to negotiate local and global search. This constant
struggle is commonly referred to as the exploration-exploitation trade-off
and is a recurring theme in optimization, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. The need for uncertainty quantification for such effective policies
cannot be over-stressed; without uncertainty estimates—either Bayesian or
frequentist—only very rudimentary exploration is possible, e.g., -greedy algorithms. Indeed, the performance of the selection policy, i.e. how quickly
it is able to approach the global maximizer in practice, hinges on precisely
how the surrogate model prediction and uncertainty are utilized. In Chapter 3, we formally introduce selection policies and review several popular
alternatives that are available in the literature.

1.1

Model-based optimization and the Bayesian
approach

Consider the problem of finding a global maximizer x? ∈ X of a given objective function f : X 7→ Y. For the sake of generality, let us be deliberately
vague about the domain, range, and the function space H to which f belongs, and simply express the problem as follows for now:
find x? ∈ arg max f (x).

(1.1)

x∈X

Algorithm 1 is a very general sequential search framework, which includes
many popular algorithms such as gradient ascent and Newton’s method. In
the following examples, we emphasize how a common optimization algorithm
fits into the generic sequential scheme by using a local model of the function
along with a selection criterion, yielding the next iterate.
Example 1 (Newton’s method)
Assuming a deterministic function evaluations which output both the gra3

Algorithm 1 Generic sequential model-based optimization scheme
Require: –
f – unknown noisy objective function
X – input domain
αt – sequence of search criteria
T – fixed query budget
1: for iteration t up to T do
2:
xt+1 ← arg maxX αt
/ selection
3:
yt+1 ← f (xt+1 )
/ observation
4:
update model given (xt+1 , yt+1 )
/ modelling
5: end for
6: return x̂T
/ recommendation
dient gt and Hessian Ht evaluated at xt , the next point xt+1 is selected by
maximizing the criterion
1
αtNM (x) := f (xt ) + gt (x − xt ) + (x − xt )> Ht (x − xt ),
2

(1.2)

which is simply the quadratic local approximation given by Taylor’s theorem,
assuming appropriate continuity and differentiability.
Of course, in this case, the criterion αNM can be optimized analytically
at the cost of inverting the Hessian matrix, yielding the famous Newton
iteration scheme:
xt+1 = xt − H−1
t gt

(1.3)

The last iterate is returned as the ultimate recommendation x̂T = xT .
In this simple case, the search criterion and the model are one and the
same. The quadratic model does not fit historical data {xs , ys , gs , Hs }s<t ,
nor does it feature uncertainty quantification, which is why this algorithm
makes greedy local moves. While it very quickly converges to a local optimizer close to the initial x0 , it is well known that such a method must be
randomly restarted for good performance on multimodal objective functions.
In contrast, Bayesian optimization is a probabilistic approach to this
model-based optimization scheme. Figure 1.1 provides a visualization of
4

Figure 1.1: Visualization of three consecutive iterations of Bayesian optimization on a noiseless objective function (black dashed curve). As this
figure is meant to provide a visual intuition, the notions of probabilistic
model (blue curve and shaded area) and acquisition function (purple curve)
remain purposely nebulous for now. While observed data is shown as orange
dots, the purple circles indicate the maximum of the acquisition function,
and the orange circles indicate the next observation.
5

three consecutive iterations in the sequential algorithm. In particular, we
prescribe a prior belief over the possible objective functions f and then
sequentially refine this model, as data are observed, via Bayesian posterior updating. The Bayesian posterior represents our updated beliefs, given
all our observations, on the likely objective function we are optimizing.
Equipped with this probabilistic model, we can sequentially induce criteria
αt : X 7→ R, similar to those in Example 1 yet more sophisticated in that
they leverage the uncertainty in the posterior to guide a global exploration.
In the Bayesian optimization literature, these criteria are known as acquisition functions. As we will clarify in Chapter 3, selection policies need not
take the form of an acquisition function to be maximized. Though they are
perhaps the most ubiquitous form of selection policy, in principle any procedure that produces an x ∈ X is a selection policy, the simplest example
being uniformly random search.

1.2

Historical review

Arguably the earliest work related to Bayesian optimization was that of
William Thompson in 1933 where he considered the likelihood that one
unknown Bernoulli probability is greater than another given observational
data (Thompson, 1933). In his article, Thompson argues that when considering, for example, two alternative medical treatments, one should not
eliminate the worst one based on a single clinical trial. Instead, he proposes,
one should estimate the probability that one treatment is better than the
other and weigh future trials in favour of the seemingly better treatment,
while still, occasionally, trying the seemingly suboptimal one. Thompson
rightly argues that by adopting a single treatment following a clinical trial,
there is a fixed chance that all subsequent patients will be given suboptimal
treatment. In contrast, by dynamically selecting a fraction of patients for
each treatment, this sacrifice becomes vanishingly small.
In modern terminology, Thompson was directly addressing the exploration–
exploitation trade-off, referring to the tension between selecting the best
known treatment for every future patient (the greedy strategy) and contin6

uing the clinical trial to more confidently assess the quality of both treatments. This is a recurring theme not only in the Bayesian optimization
literature, but also in the related fields of sequential experimental design,
multi-armed bandits (whose arms correspond to differing available values
of x), and operations research.
Although modern experimental design had been developed a decade earlier by Ronald Fisher’s work on agricultural crops, Thompson introduced
the idea of making design choices dynamically as new evidence becomes
available. This is a general strategy known as sequential experimental design or, in the multi-armed bandit literature, adaptive or dynamic allocation
rules (Lai and Robbins, 1985; Gittins, 1979).
Meanwhile, a Master’s student from the University of the Witwatersrand
introduced a method now known in the resource exploration community as
Kriging, inheriting its name from its original author: Krige (1951). Not
only was the Kriging technique hugely successful in the mining and natural
resource exploration community, but seemingly independently, a similar approach originated from a global optimization perspective through the early
work of Kushner (1964); Močkus et al. (1978) which later influenced the
field of design and analysis of computer experiments (DACE; Sacks et al.,
1989; Jones et al., 1998; Jones, 2001).

1.3

Thesis contributions

This document is the compilation of multiple works with the common theme
of addressing open practical challenges in Bayesian optimization, particularly as they relate to tuning hyperparameters of machine learning algorithms. In this section, we discuss a few motivating issues with Bayesian
optimization and the contributions made towards addressing these open
questions.

7

1.3.1

Pure exploration in multi-armed bandits

Many acquisition functions that are commonly used in Bayesian optimization have either no guarantee or guarantees with respect to a performance
metric known as cumulative regret (e.g. Srinivas et al., 2010; Russo and
Van Roy, 2014a). This metric is not suitable for the task of optimization
because it rewards and penalizes intermediate selections. Since the task of
Bayesian optimization is to find a global optimizer after a fixed budget of
function evaluations2 , the simple regret is more appropriate because it only
assesses the quality of the final recommendation; the selection strategy (the
acquisition function) is therefore free to explore within the allocated budget.
Drawing from the multi-armed bandit literature (see Cesa-Bianchi and
Lugosi, 2006, for a good introduction), particularly the pure exploration
setting, we developed a Bayesian extension to a new bandit algorithm by
Gabillon et al. (2012).
This was joint work with Matthew W. Hoffman (Hoffman et al., 2014).
In this work, we discretized two Bayesian optimization tasks reformulating them as multi-armed bandit problems, and demonstrated the superior
performance of our method, BayesGap, over existing acquisition functions
on two real world problems: one application in traffic control and one in
automatic model selection and parameter tuning.
Finally, working with noisy bandit feedback for the task of automatic
model tuning and selection requires defining an objective, or reward, function. Strictly speaking, this objective function must return independent
and identically distributed evaluations (these are considered random draws
because they can be noise-corrupted). Therefore in running experiments
for this work, we developed an experimental protocol based on a method
called repeated learning-testing (see Burman, 1989, for a study of similar
methods).
2

Actually, one could also consider the same optimization problem with a fixed confidence requirement, i.e. the stopping criterion is defined in terms of our confidence in our
recommendation. This was recently considered by Soare et al. (2014)
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1.3.2

Portfolio methods

When considering Bayesian optimization as a solution, no single acquisition
strategy3 has been found to perform best on all problem instances. Hoffman
et al. (2011) address this issue by proposing the use of a portfolio containing
multiple acquisition strategies. The important new element of this approach
is the meta-criterion by which a portfolio method selects among different
strategies. This function is analogous to an acquisition function, but at a
higher level. Whereas acquisition functions assign utility to points in the
input space, a meta-criterion assigns utility to candidates suggested by its
member acquisition functions. In the concluding chapter, we also propose a
unifying view of these portfolio methods and the aforementioned BayesGap
approach.
The meta-criteria considered by Hoffman et al. (2011) are based on adversarial bandit algorithms like Hedge and Exp3. These meta-criteria rely
on the average performance of the member acquisition functions’ past selections to decide which to select. Instead, my work on the entropy search
portfolio (ESP) considers each candidate purely on how much information it
is likely to provide towards locating the optimum. This work leveraged new
ideas from information guided search (Villemonteix et al., 2009; Hennig and
Schuler, 2012). This was joint work with Ziyu Wang and Matthew W. Hoffman (Shahriari et al., 2014) and we demonstrated the good performance of
ESP across various problem domains. Interestingly, given the quality of the
acquisition functions included in our portfolios we also observed surprisingly
good performance with a random portfolio, which supported our claim that
mixing strategies in portfolios is beneficial.
Finally, another major contribution of this work is the evaluation of
an approximation to Thompson sampling for the continuous domain. This
acquisition function, also known as randomized probability matching or pos3

In a slight abuse of terminology, we will often use the terms acquisition function,
strategy, or policy interchangeably. Similarly, selection strategy or policy also refer to the
same concept. However, these should not to be confused with the recommendation strategy
or policy which outputs the optimization algorithm’s final estimate of the optimum. These
concepts will be defined more precisely in Chapter 3.
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terior sampling, had thus far been constrained to the discrete multi-armed
bandit setting, but recent work by my co-author extended this acquisition
function to the continuous domain. Our work in (Shahriari et al., 2014) was
the first empirical evaluation of the method, which performed very well.

1.3.3

Unconstrained Bayesian optimization

Setting search domain bounds is often described as one of the main difficulties that hinders broader use of Bayesian optimization as a standard framework for hyperparameter tuning. For example, this obstacle was raised more
than once at the NIPS 2014 Workshop on Bayesian optimization as one of
the remaining practical hurdles in the way of more widespread adoption.
While it is often possible to prescribe a reasonable range for each variable
that is being optimized, treating those ranges as hard constraints can have
adverse effects. Obviously, when the true global optimum of the objective
function is outside of those ranges, there is no way to recover from a, possibly
ill-informed, initial range. Even when the optimum lies within the bounding box (within all specified ranges) many current acquisition functions will
often focus on the corners and walls of the bounding box. Corners and walls
correspond to at least one and potentially many variables being in one of
the two most extreme possible values. This undesired artifact becomes more
and more pronounced in higher dimensions.
Our most recent work, detailed in Chapter 6, proposes an approach
that accommodates unconstrained search (Shahriari et al., 2016a). By prescribing a regularizing prior mean, the search is weakly focused around the
regularizer centre but is otherwise unconstrained. Our proposed method is
practical and easy to add to any existing Bayesian optimization toolbox that
is based on Gaussian process priors over objective functions.

1.3.4

Open-source software

Finally, many of the acquisition functions and techniques used in this thesis
are included in a python package that we have released on github, and still
actively develop. These repositories (reggie for Gaussian process models
10

and pybo for Bayesian optimization policies) include demos to facilitate
broad adoption among the community. The python package benchfunk
includes many synthetic benchmarking functions as well as python wrappers
to facilitate running pybo on black-boxes that are not necessarily written in
python. In fact, our Interactive wrapper allows the black-box evaluation
to be entered manually by, say, a lab technician, in chemical or biological
experiments for instance.

1.4

Thesis outline

Since model-based optimization solutions are composed of two main modules, namely modelling and decision-making, we will structure our review of
background material into two corresponding chapters. In particular, Chapter 2 provides necessary background on probabilistic models, both the observation model, also known as the measurement or noise model, and the
surrogate model, which encapsulates our belief about the unknown objective
function f . On the other hand, Chapter 3 formally introduces the notion of
a selection policy and acquisition functions before reviewing some common
algorithms used in practice.
Chapter 4 presents our work on BayesGap, a Bayesian bandit algorithm
for pure exploration. The theorem guaranteeing exponentially vanishing
probability of error is stated in this chapter and the proof is relegated to
Appendix A. Chapter 5 introduces the details of the entropy search portfolio
(ESP) and the experiments we ran to evaluate its performance. Chapter 6
describes our latest work on unconstrained Bayesian optimization, providing
intuition and empirical validation. Finally, Chapter 7 features a discussion of
our contributions in the scope of the current state of Bayesian optimization
as well as possible research directions for the future.
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Chapter 2

Modelling
This chapter concerns fitting probabilistic models to observed data. We
separate our models into two subcomponents: the observation model and
the surrogate model. The former is responsible for simulating the data
generation process, while the latter maintains our knowledge of the unknown
underlying objective function.
Before we rigorously define any probabilistic model, we need a probability space (Ω, F, P), equipped with a set of outcomes Ω, a σ-algebra of
measurable events F, and a probability measure P : F 7→ [0, 1] associating a
probability to each event in F. See (Rosenthal, 2006) for a thorough review
of basic probability theory. There exist two kinds of probability models,
namely parametric and nonparametric distributions. The defining feature
of a parametric distribution is that it is characterized by a fixed number of
parameters, as opposed to nonparametric models, which require storage that
increases with the amount of data they are fit to. While we only consider
parametric observation models in this work, we consider both parametric
and nonparametric surrogate models in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
We begin this chapter with a section introducing a unifying probabilistic
generative observation model for the generalized stochastic bandit, highlighting some useful examples. Next, in Section 2.2 we detail a few ways to
invert these forward models to obtain a surrogate for the unknown objective function f . Finally, in Section 2.3, we introduce Gaussian process (GP)
12

regression: the main surrogate model of interest in this thesis.

2.1

Observation models

Since their introduction nearly a century ago (Thompson, 1933), multiarmed bandits have been extended to continuous spaces, bridging the gap
between the bandit literature and that of efficient global optimization of
stochastic black-box functions. We note the particularly relevant work of
Srinivas et al. (2010) on GP bandits and that of Bubeck et al. (2011), who
coined the term X -armed bandits.
Due to this unifying view, we use a general notion of a stochastic bandit,
which includes stochastic black-boxes with continuous input sets, such as GP
bandits, and stochastic multi-armed bandits with discrete and finite input
sets. Our interest in stochastic bandits in this opening section is purely
as forward generative models responsible for producing the observed data.
Therefore, we assume a fixed and knowable objective function f .
Definition 1 (Stochastic bandits)
Let X and Z denote input and latent sets, respectively. Let (Y, FY ) be a
measurable set of outputs, and let PY denote the space of valid probability
measures on the σ-algebra FY . Finally, let θy ∈ Θy be a fixed parameter.
Then the stochastic bandit (f, ν θy ) is characterized by
. a fixed underlying objective function f : X 7→ Z and
. a parametric observation model ν θy : Z 7→ PY .
Stochastic bandit feedback: When an agent selects an input x ∈ X ,
the bandit performs the following:
zx = f (x),

(2.1)

Yx ∼ ν θy (zx ),

(2.2)

where a realization of the random variable Yx : Ω 7→ Y is returned but zx is
kept hidden from the agent, hence the “latent” qualifier.
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When the input space X is discrete and finite, the bandit is commonly
known as a multi-armed bandit, and the input space is often denoted A,
referring to the available arms, instead of X . In what follows, a ∈ A refers
specifically to an arm of a multi-armed bandit, whereas x ∈ X refers to
general inputs. In the multi-armed bandit setting, the idiom pulling an arm
translates to selecting an input.
The term objective for f is deliberately general, encompassing both risk
and reward functions. In the hyperparameter tuning setting for instance,
we seek to minimize generalization error through noisy evaluations Y of
empirical test error on minibatches of available data (e.g., see Section 4.3.2).
On the other hand, in reinforcement learning, an agent seeks to maximize
her observed rewards. One obvious and important difference between the
bandit setting and reinforcement learning is that in Definition 1 selections
made by the agent do not change the input space or the reward function,
whereas in reinforcement learning, picking an action can take the agent
to a different state where the available actions and the underlying reward
function may differ from those of the previous time step.
Note that selecting an input x in Definition 1, yields a realization of
the single random variable Yx ∈ Y, as opposed to an observation of the
full process {Yx }x∈X . This type of interaction, with partial information,
is called bandit feedback. The stochastic qualifier distinguishes this type of
bandit from adversarial bandits, where the rewards do not come from a
distribution (known or unknown). This thesis will only concern stochastic
bandit feedback, but the reader is referred to the very good compilation of
both partial and full information results in the adversarial, also known as
non-stochastic, setting by Auer et al. (1995).
Though Definition 1 allows for a large variety of observation models, in
this thesis we will only consider two types, binomial and Gaussian, which
we detail next.
Example 2 (Binomial bandits)
In the binomial bandit, the possible outputs are Y = {0, . . . , n}, the latent
set is Z = [0, 1], and n ∈ Θy = N is a fixed, known parameter. Selecting an
14

input x ∈ X results in an observation
Yx ∼ ν n (zx ) = Binomial(n, zx ),

(2.3)

where zx = f (x).
Note that, while both sets are embedded in the real line, strictly speaking, Y =
6 Z, which motivates the need for distinct output and latent sets.
The special case of a binomial bandit with n = 1 is called the Bernoulli
bandit.
As we will see in Example 4, in the multi-armed binomial bandit, if we
assume each za is sampled from an independent beta distribution for all
a ∈ A, the conjugacy of the beta prior and binomial observations make this
forward model particularly amenable to analytic Bayesian inversion.
In the binomial bandit, all Ya are finite integer-valued random variables,
bounded above by the fixed number of trials n in the forward model ν n .
These are useful black-boxes for modelling such observations as drug success
rates in clinical drug trials, click-through rates in split-testing experiments,
correct classifications in hyperparameter tuning experiments, etc.
The stochastic bandit we consider next is a forward model that produce
real-valued observations, which are better suited for modelling such observations as empirical test error for tuning regression algorithms, temperature
measurements, and many more. Example 3 details how Gaussian bandits
fit into the stochastic bandit formalism.
Example 3 (Gaussian bandits)
In the Gaussian bandit, the output and latent space are both the same compact subset Y = Z ⊆ R, the observation model is additionally parameterized
by the signal noise variance η 2 ∈ Θy = (0, ∞). Selecting an input x ∈ X
results in an observation
2

Yx ∼ ν η (zx ) = N (zx , η 2 ),
where zx = f (x).
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(2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Probabilistic graphical models of bandit feedback in the stochastic (left) and the Bayesian (right) settings. Diamond shaped nodes indicate
agent choices, while square and round nodes represent deterministic and
random variables, respectively.
In most cases of interest, the objective function is unknown and one
natural way to model our uncertainty about the function f is by treating it as
random. This type of randomness is sometimes called epistemic, contrasting
it from the uncertainty in the observations Y , for example, which is aleatoric.
Roughly speaking, the former refers to uncertainty in a quantity that is
knowable, whereas the latter describes uncertainty that is inherent. For
instance, we will often assume that there exists a true objective function f
which an oracle could reveal to us. On the other hand, the observations Y
are inherently random due to emission or measurement noise. Of course,
the line becomes blurred when we ask whether the source of noise is itself
knowable, which is why we will not venture any deeper into the philosophical
differences between the two types of uncertainty. Indeed, from a probabilitytheoretic perspective, the two types of randomness are equivalent.
Therefore in true Bayesian fashion, for the rest of the thesis, we assume
the objective function is a realization of a random function F : Ω 7→ H,
where H ⊂ {u : X 7→ Z} is some function space. We then prescribe an
abstract prior distribution Π over F . It is abstract because, as we will see in
the next section, it is only defined via the random process {Zx : Ω 7→ Z}x∈X
at arbitrary finite collections of points such that Zx ≡ F (·)(x), for all x ∈ X .
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Note that since we require pointwise evalutation of realization of F , then
the function space must at least satisfy H ⊆ L∞ (X ). Moreover, in order to
define a Z-valued random process, we need the measurable set (Z, FZ ).
Definition 2 (Bayesian bandits)
Let X , Z, Θy , and (Y, FY ) be as in Definition 1. Let (H, FH ) be a measurable space of functions and let θf ∈ Θf be an additional fixed parameter.
Then the Bayesian bandit (Πθf , ν θy ) is characterized by
. a distribution over objective functions Πθf : FH 7→ [0, 1] and
. a parametric observation model ν θy , as in Definition 1.
Bayesian bandit feedback:

When the Bayesian bandit is initialized, an

objective function is sampled
f ∼ Πθf ,

(2.5)

and then, whenever an agent selects an input x ∈ X , the bandit proceeds as
in Definition 1:
zx = f (x),

(2.6)

Yx ∼ ν θy (zx ),

(2.7)

where once again Yx is observed and zx is kept hidden.
In principle, we could—and eventually will—similarly treat the parameters θ := (θf , θy ) as unknown and model them as epistemic random variables.
However, for the discussion in this and the next chapter, θ is assumed to be
fixed and known for a more simple exposition. Nevertheless, Appendix E
outlines several ways to estimate or learn this additional parameter from
observations via maximum likelihood, empirical Bayes, or Monte Carlo approaches.
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2.2

Bayesian inversion with parametric models

The next two sections describe how to draw useful conclusions about the
objective function f , given a dataset of observations D := {(xs , ys )}s≤t ,
with (xs , ys ) ∈ X × Y. Depending on the observation model, there are various Markov-like inequalities in the frequentist arsenal that can be used to
bound the objective function f (x). While these inequalities often require
no additional assumptions other than iid outcomes, extracting meaningful
bounds requires many data points. When the number of evaluations is not
a limiting factor, techniques such as Hoeffding (Maron and Moore, 1993) or
empirical Bernstein (Mnih et al., 2008) races, or the more recent optimistic
optimization techniques (Auer, 2003) are all applicable. Structural assumptions can help more efficiently propagate information from the data; see for
instance the works of Dani et al. (2008); Abbasi-Yadkori et al. (2011) for
frequentist approaches in the linear bandit setting, or the works of Munos
(2011); Valko et al. (2013); Bubeck et al. (2011), which make various weak
smoothness assumptions.
Alternatively, when data is difficult or expensive to acquire and one
wishes to avoid unnecessarily repeating queries, the Bayesian framework
can be a very attractive alternative. At the cost of making mild a priori
assumptions on f , stronger conclusions can be drawn from relatively little data, including uncertainty quantification that is consistent with both
the observed data and the prior assumptions. In this section we examine
some parametric models and defer a discussion of Gaussian processes to the
following section.
Let us first consider the discrete K-armed Bayesian bandit (Π0 , ν). In
these cases, the random function F and the process Z := {Za }a∈A coincide and are simply multivariate random variables. Our inductive biases are
prescribed in the form of a prior distribution Π0 , the density of which we
denote Π0 (z) in a slight abuse of notation. Then, for fixed D = {(as , ys )}s≤t ,
Bayesian inversion is a direct application of Bayes’ rule, noting the indepen-
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Figure 2.2: Probabilistic graphical model of the Bayesian approach to data
fitting. Shaded round nodes are observed random variables and shaded
diamond nodes are the corresponding choices x.
dence of all each Ya given a and za :
Πt (z) ∝ Π0 (z)

t
Y

ν(ys ; zas ),

(2.8)

s=1

where we omit the parameters θ for simplicity. The updated belief about Z
given data D, on the left hand side of Equation (2.8), is called the posterior
distribution. The two factors on the right hand side of Equation (2.8) denote
the prior density and the likelihood, respectively. When the corresponding
two distributions form a conjugate pair, the posterior is in the same family
as the prior distribution, and is readily derived analytically, see Example 4.
Example 4 (Beta-binomial multi-armed bandit inversion)
Consider the K-armed binomial bandit with n trials defined in Example 2,
replacing X with a finite and discrete set of K arms A. The objective
function is multivariate a realization z ∈ [0, 1]K from some prior belief distribution.
Prescribe K independent beta prior distributions Za ∼ Π01,1 = Beta(1, 1)
for all a ∈ A, i.e. θf = (1, 1). As promised in Example 2, the conjugacy
of the beta and binomial distributions yields an analytic expression with
efficient computation. In particular, after observing D = {(as , ys )}ts=1 the
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product of the densities yields:
Π1,1
t (z) ∝
∝

=

K
Y
a=1
K
Y
a=1
K
Y

Beta(za ; 1, 1)

t
Y

Binomial(ys ; n, zas )

(2.9)

s=1

1

t
Y

zayss (1 − zas )n−ys

(2.10)

s=1

zana (1 − za )nt−na ,

(2.11)

a=1

which is clearly another beta distribution and can readily be normalized to
obtain the posterior distribution for each a ∈ A:
Za | D ∼ Beta(nt + na , 1 + nt − na ),
where na :=

X

(2.12)

ys is the total number of successes observed for arm a.

s≤t
as =a

Similarly, the Gaussian bandit can be inverted analytically, by prescribing a K-variate normal prior Π0 (z) = N (0, I). In these two simple cases, the
index set A is a subset of N, merely numbering the arms from 1 to K = |A|.
However, the formulation in Definition 1 readily accommodates more complex index sets of the form A = {xa ∈ Rd }K
a=1 . Indeed, when structured
feature vectors xa are available for each arm, they allow us to define more
complex forward models. Perhaps the simplest and most common way to
exploit available feature vectors is through a linear model. These models
assume the following structure:
f (xa ) = wT xa ,

∀xa ∈ A.

(2.13)

Such a structure identifies each objective function with a corresponding
weight vector w ∈ Rd . Once again, prescribing a prior distribution for
f is as simple as fixing a multi-variate distribution on the measurable set

Rd , B(Rd ) to which w belongs. In this case, when it clear from the context,
we denote the prior over functions with Π0 (w).
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Notice that the vector w may couple the reward distribution of all arms.
Indeed, if we place a prior on the parameter w, observing a realization of
Ya changes our posterior on w, which can in turn change the distribution
of Ya0 | Ya as long as xT
a xa0 6= 0. However, if d = K and the feature
vectors are simply the orthogonal axis-aligned unit vectors A = {êa }K
a=1 ,
then w ≡ z and we recover the independent K-armed bandit, as in the
previous examples in this chapter. Meanwhile, in the following examples we
highlight two commonly studied bandits where such additional structure in
the index set can be exploited.
Example 5 (linear-Gaussian multi-armed bandit inversion)
Given the K-armed Gaussian bandit in Example 3 with d-dimensional feature vectors xa , ∀a ∈ A, and assume the linear structure in Equation (2.13).
0 ,Σ0
Prescribe the d-variate normal prior distribution Πw
= N (w0 , Σ0 ).
0

Once again, from Bayes’ rule it follows that, given observations {(xas , ys )}ts=1 ,
0 ,Σ0
Πw
(w)
0

t
Y

2

ν η (ys ; wT xas ) = N (w; w0 , Σ0 )

s=1

t
Y

N (ys ; wT xas , η 2 )

s=1

(2.14)
which is proportional to another multi-variate normal density with mean
and covariance matrix:
−2 T
wt = Σt (Σ−1
0 w0 + η X y)

−1
Σt = Σ0 + η −2 XT X
,

(2.15)
(2.16)

where the matrix X and vector y are the concatenated inputs and outputs,
respectively, i.e. the sth row of X is xT
as and [y]s = ys .
Recall that one can learn the signal noise parameter θy = η 2 via a
Bayesian treatment. In particular, in this case prescribing an inverse-gamma
prior distribution on η 2 yields an analytic posterior distribution for the joint
parameters (w, η 2 ). Alternatively, the unknown noise variance η 2 can be
marginalized to obtain a posterior distribution for w alone which accounts
for the uncertainty in θy . Note, however, that this distribution will no longer
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be normal.
While the linear-Gaussian bandit is useful in settings where observations are real valued, we need a slightly different model to deal with count
observations such as performance of classifiers, e.g., number of correct classifications. The generalized linear model (GLM) extends linear models to
such a setting and corresponds to the following structural assumption:
f (xa ) = g −1 (wT xa ),

(2.17)

where g : [0, 1] 7→ R is called the link function, and is usually chosen for
desired analytic or computational convenience and held fixed. Then for fixed
link function g, we once again have a correspondence between w and f , so
that in the following example, we may prescribe a prior Π0 on w instead
of f .
The use of a feature vector xa —if it is available—allows us to exploit
possible structure, which cannot be done, for example, in the beta-binomial
model because it assumes all arms are independent.
Example 6 (GLM-binomial bandits)
Consider the multi-armed binomial bandit of Example 2 with d-dimensional
features for arms A = {xa ∈ Rd }K
a=1 , and assume a GLM structure for f .
0 ,Σ0
Prescribe the d-variate normal prior distribution Πw
= N (w0 , Σ0 ),
0

then from Bayes’ rule it follows that, given observations {(xas , ys )}ts=1 ,
0 ,Σ0
0 ,Σ0
Πw
(w) ∝ Πw
(w)
t
0

t
Y



ν n ys ; g −1 (wT xas )

(2.18)

s=1

= N (w; w0 , Σ0 )

t
Y

Binomial(ys ; n, zas )

(2.19)

s=1



1
T
∝ exp − (w − w0 ) Σ0 (w − w0 ) ×
2
K

nt−na
Y
g −1 (wT xa )na 1 − g −1 (wT xa )
,
a=1
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(2.20)
(2.21)

where na =

X

ys is the total number of successes observed for arm a.

s≤t
as =a

Unlike in the beta-binomial case, this expression is not a known distribution and cannot be tractably normalized. Therefore we must resort
to approximate inference methods. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods (Andrieu et al., 2003) approximate the posterior with a sequence
of samples that, in the limit of large samples, converge to samples from the
exact posterior; this is the approach taken in (Scott, 2010) with a probit link
function. In contrast, the Laplace approximation fits a Gaussian distribution to the posterior by matching the curvature of the posterior distribution
at the mode. For example in (Chapelle and Li, 2011), Bayesian logistic regression with a Laplace approximation was used to model click-throughs for
the recommendation of news articles in a live experiment. Moment matching, expectation propagation (EP), or other variational approaches can also
be used here.

2.3

Gaussian process priors

Rather than inducing a prior on f by assuming some parametric form fw
and prescribing a prior on the parameters w as in Examples 6 and 5, we can
prescribe a prior on f directly. One simple way to define a distribution over
objective functions is through a stochastic process {Zx }x∈X . In particular,
in this thesis we will use the Gaussian process (GP) exclusively. Though the
exact GP is a nonparametric model, we discuss several scalable parametric
approximations in Appendix E.
After introducing the Gaussian process, we review the GP-bandit and
outline the derivation of exact inference under a Gaussian observation model
ν. We then review the role of the GP covariance and mean functions, as
well as that of the marginal likelihood function used in calibration. Finally,
we discuss computational costs.
The Gaussian process GP(µ0 , k0 ) is fully characterized by its mean function µ0 : X 7→ R and its symmetric positive kernel, or covariance function,
k0 : X × X 7→ R+ . See (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) for an extensive
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treatment. Consider an arbitrary finite collection of t input points {xs ∈
X }s≤t . In Gaussian process regression, the random vector Z := {Zxs }s≤t is
normally distributed as follows
Z ∼ N (m, K)

(2.22)

where the elements of the mean vector and covariance matrix are defined as
mi := µ0 (xi ) and Ki,j := k0 (xi , xj ), respectively. Let us ground the rest of
our discussion in the following concrete example.
Example 7 (Gaussian process bandits with Gaussian observation models)
The Gaussian process bandit with Gaussian observation model is the Bayesian
bandit (Π0 , ν), where
Π0 = GP(µ0 , k0 ),

(2.23)

ν = N (· , η 2 ).

(2.24)

i.e. the function f is assumed to be a sample from GP(µ0 , k0 ).
Although we do not explicitly indicate it, the functions µ0 and k0 are
usually parameterized by a θf ∈ Θf . Similarly, we omit the dependence of
ν on η 2 ∈ Θy . See Appendix E for various ways estimate or learn the joint
θ = (θf , θy ).
When an agent selects a set of inputs {xs }s≤t , the following forward
model generates the data
Z ∼ N (m, K),

(2.25)

Y ∼ N (Z, η 2 I).

(2.26)

Now consider the realizations y = {ys }s≤t , which combine with the corresponding inputs to form the set of t observations D = {(xs , ys )}ts=1 and an
arbitrary test point x with objective value z = f (x). According to the Gaussian process assumption, the latent variables z and z are jointly Gaussian;
by the convolution of two Gaussian, the assumption of Gaussian observations leads to y and z being jointly Gaussian as well; and finally, it follows
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from basic Gaussian conditioning that z | y is also normally distributed,
with mean and variance depending on the test input x in the following way
µt (x) = µ0 (x) + k(x)T (K + η 2 I)−1 (y − m) , and

(2.27)

σt2 (x)

(2.28)

0

= kt (x, x) , where
0

T

2

−1

0

kt (x, x ) = k0 (x, x ) − k(x) (K + η I)

k(x ) ,

(2.29)

where [k(x)]i := k0 (xi , x). Repeating this exercise with any finite set of
test points in X leads to a jointly Gaussian distribution with mean vector
specified by the function µt and covariance matrix computed from the kernel
kt . Since this satisfies the definition of the Gaussian process, we can assert
that the posterior distribution over the objective function {Zx }x∈X | D is
also a GP
{Zx }x∈X | D ∼ GP(µt , kt ).

(2.30)

Formally we can say that Gaussian processes are closed under conditioning
on Gaussian observations. This is an extremely useful feature of the GP,
especially in Bayesian optimization, because it allows us to sequentially condition on more and more data while being guaranteed a Gaussian process
posterior surrogate model of the objective function.
The posterior mean and variance evaluated at any point x represent the
model’s prediction and uncertainty, respectively, in the objective function at
the point x. These posterior functions are key ingredients in selecting the
next query point xt+1 as detailed in Chapter 3.
Remark 1 (On differentiability)
Both of the posterior functions can be evaluated at arbitrary test points
x; moreover, as long as the prior mean and kernel are differentiable, the
following gradients can be computed:
∇x µt (x) = ∇x µ0 (x) + ∇x k(x)T (K + η 2 I)−1 (y − m), and
∇x σt2 (x)

T

2

−1

= 2∇x k0 (x, x) − 2∇x k(x) (K + η I)

k(x).

(2.31)
(2.32)

These gradients are useful when maximizing certain acquisition functions.
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See Chapter 3 for a review of acquisition functions.

2.3.1

Covariance kernels

In Gaussian process regression, the covariance function k0 dictates the structure of the objective functions we can fit. For instance, if we expect our objective function to have some periodic structure, we can prescribe a periodic
kernel; or if we expect our objective function to be smooth with long range
interactions, we can prescribe a heavy tailed highly differentiable radial basis function. While kernels need not be stationary, in this thesis we focus on
stationary kernels, which only depend on the difference of their arguments.
Matérn kernels are a very flexible family of stationary kernels, parameterized by a smoothness parameter κ > 0, so called because samples from
a GP with such a kernel are differentiable bκ − 1c times (Rasmussen and
Williams, 2006). The exponential kernel is a special case of the Matérn kernel with κ =

1
2;

and the squared exponential kernel is the limiting kernel

when κ → ∞. The following are the most commonly used Matérn kernels,
labelled by their smoothness parameter.
1

k 2 (x, x0 ) = σ 2 exp(−r)
√
√
3
k 2 (x, x0 ) = σ 2 exp(− 3r)(1 + 3r)
√
√
5
k 2 (x, x0 ) = σ 2 exp(− 5r)(1 + 5r + 53 r2 )

(2.34)

k ∞ (x, x0 ) = σ 2 exp(− 12 r2 ),

(2.36)

(2.33)

(2.35)

where r2 = (x − x0 )T Λ−1 (x − x0 ) and Λ is a diagonal matrix of d squared
length scale `2i . This family of covariance functions are therefore parameterized by an amplitude σ 2 and d length scale hyperparameters, which will
contribute to the set of parameters θf . Covariance functions with learnable
length scale parameters are also known as automatic relevance determination (ARD) kernels. Figure 2.3 provides a visualization of the kernel profiles,
samples from the corresponding priors and posteriors.
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Kernel profile

Samples from prior

Samples from posterior
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Figure 2.3: Gaussian process visualization. Left: Visualization of various
kernel profiles. The horizontal axis represents the distance r > 0. Middle:
Samples from GP priors with the corresponding kernels. Right: Samples
from GP posteriors given two data points (black dots). Note the sharper
drop in the Matérn1 kernel leads to rough features in the associated samples,
while samples from a GP with the Matérn3 and 5 kernels are increasingly
smooth.

2.3.2

Prior mean functions

While the prior kernel function controls the smoothness and amplitude of
allowed reward functions, the prior mean provides a way to encode possible
known, deterministic behaviour. In practice, this function is set to a constant µ0 (x) ≡ µ0 and inferred from data using learning techniques covered
in Appendix E. Unless otherwise specified, in what follows we assume a constant prior mean function for convenience.1 However, the prior mean function is a principled way to incorporating expert knowledge of likely objective
functions or known deterministic behaviour, if they are available. Much of
the following analysis can be readily extended to non-constant functions µ0 .
In recent work, the prior mean has been used to steer the search clear
from the boundary. In this case, the prior mean acts as a penalty term
which favours points within the boundary as opposed to the edges. This
problem becomes more pronounced in high dimensions where most of the
volume of the search space is in the volume along its boundary. Meanwhile,
in our own work, described in detail in Chapter 6, we used the prior mean
to remove the dependence on a boundary altogether.
1

There may also be more compelling arguments for a simple constant mean (see, e.g.,
Chen et al., 2016).
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2.3.3

Marginal likelihood

Another attractive property of the Gaussian process model is that it provides an analytical expression for the marginal likelihood of the data, where
marginal refers to the fact that the unknown latent function f is marginalized out. The expression for the log marginal likelihood is simply given
by:
1
2
log p(y | {xs }s≤t , θ) = − (y − µ0 )T (Kσ ,` + η 2 I)−1 (y − µ0 )
2
t
1
2
(2.37)
− log |Kσ ,` + η 2 I| − log(2π),
2
2
where θ := (σ, `, µ0 , η 2 ); and the dependence on θ is finally made explicit
by, for example, adding a superscript to the covariance matrix Kσt

2 ,`

. The

marginal likelihood is very useful in learning the hyperparameters, as we
will see in Appendix E. The right hand side of Equation 2.37 can be broken
into three terms: the first term quantifies how well the model fits the data,
which is simply a Mahalanobis distance between the model predictions and
the data; the second term quantifies the model complexity, smoother covariance matrices will have smaller determinants and therefore lower complexity
penalties; finally, the last term is simply a linear function of the number of
data points t, indicating that the likelihood of data tends to decrease with
larger datasets unless the first term compensates accordingly.
Conveniently, as long as the kernel is differentiable with respect to its hyperparameters (not shown in the equation), the marginal likelihood can be
differentiated and can therefore be optimized via gradient ascent to obtain
an estimate, the so-called type II maximum likelihood (MLII) or empirical
Bayes estimate. When data is scarce this can overfit the available data. In
Appendix E we will review various practical strategies for learning hyperparameters which all use the marginal likelihood.

2.3.4

Computational cost

Although we have analytic expressions, exact inference in Gaussian process
regression is O(t3 ) where t is the number of observations. This cost is due
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to the inversion of the covariance matrix. In principle, the Cholesky decomposition can be computed once, saved and reused, and cheaply updated
via rank-one updating techniques. In practice however the Cholesky decomposition must be recomputed every time the kernel hyperparameters θ
are updated, which, depending on the learning approach and/or the learning schedule, happens often enough that the cubic cost is the bottleneck of
the Bayesian optimization approach—excluding the cost of evaluating the
black-box. Appendix D in the appendix reviews several ideas which propose
to reduce this computational burden.
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Chapter 3

Decision making
In the preceding chapter, we described some probabilistic models that can be
used to represent our belief about the unknown objective function f given
a set of t observations Dt . In this chapter, we focus on the mechanisms
for selecting the sequence of query points {xs }ts=1 and the final recommendation x̂t . Naturally, selecting these points arbitrarily could be wasteful,
considering the sophisticated probabilistic models developed in Chapter 2.
These surrogate models can be cheaply evaluated in lieu of the objective
function f , and their uncertainty quantification can be effectively leveraged
to reason about where to query the function next in some optimal sense.
We refer to such mechanisms as policies or, equivalently, strategies, which
we use interchangeably. We distinguish two types of policies: the selection
policy, used to sample the query point xt at iteration t in the optimization
procedure; and the recommendation strategy used to return a point x̂t estimating the location of the optimizer if the procedure were stopped after
iteration t.
We begin this chapter by formally defining policies and regret in the
following section; then minimizing the latter yields the Bayes-optimal policy
discussed in the subsequent section. The computationally intractable nature
of the Bayes-optimal strategy will lead the discussion towards tractable,
myopic, sub-optimal alternatives that are commonly used in model-based
optimization.
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Figure 3.1: Probabilistic graphical model describing the decision problem.
All nodes represent random quantities: shaded nodes are observed variables,
diamond shaped choice nodes represent (possibly random) decision variables.
Hyperparameters θ are omitted for reduced clutter but they are still present,
as in Figure 2.1.

3.1

Definitions and notation

Until the current chapter, the inputs {xs } were considered to be fixed, however in this chapter we will allow them to be random variables by virtue of
possible dependence on previous observations but also from a possible external source of randomness—the simplest example being an -greedy type
algorithm. Therefore, for the purpose of this chapter, we will capitalize the
selection variables Xs : Ω 7→ X and denote realizations xs as before; and
similarly for the random recommendations X̂s : Ω 7→ X and their realizations x̂s . Finally, we will denote πs and ρs the distribution of Xs and X̂s ,
respectively, and refer to them as the selection and recommendation policies. In a slight abuse of notation, as it is usually clear from the context, we
will use πs to refer to both the distribution and its density, if it exists, with
respect to some base measure.
At each iteration t, the purpose of a policy πt is to somehow produce
a query point xt ∈ X , only using the information Dt−1 that is available.
Therefore, we define a policy as a sequence of distributions over the measur31

able input space (X , FX ), which can be sampled to obtain an input x. Note
that the following formulation can also accommodate deterministic selection
strategies via the Dirac δ measure. Note however, that even when a policy
is a deterministic map from previous observations to a point in X , it inherits
the randomness in the observations {Yxs }. Whenever it is obvious from the
context, we will denote Ys = Yxs for all s. Figure 3.1 depicts the probabilistic graphical model that describes the decision problem in Bayesian
optimization.
Definition 3 (Valid policies)
Given a sequence of growing datasets {Ds }s≥1 , such that Ds−1 ⊂ Ds , one
can generate the following filtration {Fs := σ(Ds )}s≥1 . Then
. a valid selection policy π := {πt } is a sequence of probability measures
such that if Xt ∼ πt , Xt ⊥ f | Ft−1 ; and
. a valid recommendation policy ρ := {ρt } is a sequence of probability
measures such that if X̂t ∼ ρt , X̂t ⊥ f | Ft .
Intuitively, the independence constraint excludes all policies whose choices
depend on the objective function other than through available data. Notice the recommendation strategy has access to one additional observation.
Strictly speaking, a policy includes both a selection policy π and a recommendation strategy ρ, but we will often drop the qualifiers when it is clear
which type of policy we are referring to—either from the context or notation.
Before reasoning about the optimality, or even the performance, of policies,
let us define the following useful operator.
Definition 4 (Gap operator)
Let u ∈ H be an objective function in a function space H, e.g. a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space. The gap operator ∆ : H 7→ H is a non-linear operator
such that the gap quantity associated with u is defined pointwise as:
∆u(x) := max u − u(x).
X
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(3.1)

If f is the true objective function, the function ∆f measures the suboptimality of a point x. In particular, ∆f (x? ) = 0 and ∆f (x) > 0, ∀x 6∈
arg maxX f . In a slight abuse of terminology, when it is clear from the
context, the function ∆f is simply called the gap.
This operator allows us to express the following two notions of regret.
Whereas the first evaluates the quality of each selection online, the second
only evaluates selections insofar as they help locate a good final recommendation; therefore more experimental selections are not necessarily penalized,
in particular, not if they provide valuable information. We will distinguish
the tasks of minimizing the former and the latter as online and offline optimization, respectively.
Definition 5 (Regret)
Given an arbitrary sequence of selections {xs }ts=1 , the cumulative regret
Rt is the accumulation of the sub-optimality of all selections:
Rt :=

t
X

γ s−1 ∆f (xs ),

γ ∈ (0, 1].

(3.2)

s=1

When the discount factor γ < 1, Rt is said to be discounted. Note that
∆f (xs ) is sometimes called the instantaneous regret at iteration s, denoted rs .
Finally, given an arbitrary recommendation x̂t , the simple regret St
quantifies the sub-optimality of a recommendation x̂t :
St := ∆f (x̂t ).

(3.3)

Intuitively, when the cumulative regret is asymptotically constant, we
have reached the global optimum, and similarly, when simple regret asymptotically vanishes. Lai and Robbins (1985) proved that no policy can achieve
better than logarithmic cumulative regret—logarithmic in the total selection
budget T . On the other hand, Bubeck et al. (2009) prove that achieving
the optimal cumulative regret rate prevents a policy from achieving exponentially vanishing simple regret.
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Let us focus on the task of offline optimization—sometimes called the
pure exploration setting—and briefly discuss Bayes-optimal recommendation
and selection strategies.
Recommendation

Recall that we wish to maximize the objective func-

tion f , which is unknown and modelled as a Gaussian process. Once the final
function evaluation budget T is reached, the only quantity we can minimize
is the final expected simple regret yielding the following problem:
minimize
s.t.

E[∆f (x̂) | FT ]

(3.4)

x̂ ∈ X̂T ,

where we allow the set of allowable recommendations X̂T ⊆ X to be a data
dependent subset of the entire input set X . While it is perfectly reasonable
to set X̂t = X for all t ∈ N, it is very common to restrict the set of allowable
recommendations to the observed queries X̂t = {xs }ts=1 for all t ∈ N.
We can obtain a straightforward optimal recommendation strategy by
expanding Equation (3.5)
E[∆f (x̂) | FT ] = E[max f − f (x̂) | FT ]
X

= E[max f | FT ] − E[f (x̂) | FT ]
X

(3.5)
(3.6)

and noticing that the first term does not depend on the recommendation x̂.
Hence, the optimal recommendation strategy is
x̂T ∈ arg max E[f (x̂) | FT ] = arg max µT (x̂),
x̂∈X̂T

(3.7)

x̂∈X̂T

with ties broken arbitrarily. Note once again that xT is a random variable
realization by virtue of its dependence on FT . This recommendation yields
the following expression for the simple regret:
ST = E[max f | FT ] − max µT .
X

X̂T
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(3.8)

Selection

Given a finite budget of T function evaluations, naturally the

ultimate simple regret ST is the loss that should guide the exploration.
In this Bayesian setting, at any iteration t, we can express our current
expectation of the ultimate loss of a given selection policy π via the following
nested conditional expectations using the tower property
E [ST | Ft−1 ] = E [E [ST | Ft ] | Ft−1 ] .

(3.9)

This recursive formulation of the expected ultimate reward allows us to express the deterministic Bayes-optimal selection policy π ? := {πt? := δxt }Tt=1
recursively as
xt+1 ∈ arg min E [Eπ? [ST | Dt ∪ (x, Yx )] | Ft ] ,

(3.10)

x∈X

where ties are broken arbitrarily. The subscript π ? appended to the inner
expectation emphasizes that Xs ∼ πs? for all s > t.
Problem (3.10) is severely intractable, both analytically and computationally, in general. In fact, there is currently only one setting with a known
computationally tractable optimal sequence due to Gittins (1979):1 the independent Bernoulli bandit with finite query budget (or infinite budget with
discounted rewards). This approach relies on casting the problem as Markov
decision process and solving it using dynamic programming. If M denotes
the number of possible rewards (e.g., M = 2 for Bernoulli arms), the computational complexity of this method is O(T M 2 ). Therefore, it is difficult
to generalize this approach to more complicated, for example continuous,
reward distributions.
Consider instead, a strategy that is optimal for the single step problem,
i.e. the optimal strategy for T = t + 1, then once again using the tower
property
 


xt+1 ∈ arg min E E St+1 | Dt ∪ x, Yx | Ft
x∈X
1

See also (Gittins et al., 2011).
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(3.11)

"
= arg max E
x∈X


max µt+1 − E max f | Dt ∪ x, Yx
X

X̂t ∪{x}



#


| Ft

(3.12)

where the outer expectation marginalizes the observation Yx , then
"
= arg max E
x∈X

#



max µt+1 | Ft − E max f | Ft
X

X̂t ∪{x}

#

"
= arg max E
x∈X

(3.13)

max µt+1 | Ft

(3.14)

X̂t ∪{x}

where in the final step, the second term drops out because it does not depend on the selection x and we recover a selection policy known as the
Knowledge Gradient (KG; Frazier et al., 2009), often mistaken for expected
improvement—a subtly different policy we discuss in the next section—due
to their striking similarity. In order to understand how KG obtained its
name, we may add the constant St−1 from Equation (3.13), note that this
does not change the selection, as St is independent of xt+1 since it depends
on x̂t , which must be Ft -measurable. Then, several algebraic manipulations
lead to
"
xt+1 ∈ arg max E
x∈X

#
max µt+1 | Ft − E[max f | Ft ]
X

X̂t ∪{x}

+ E[max f | Ft ] − max µt
X
X̂t
"
#
= arg max E
x∈X

(3.15)

max µt+1 | Ft − max µt .
X̂t ∪{x}

(3.16)

X̂t

The first term in (3.16) is simply the expected value of the function at the
recommended point after observing the function at the point x, to which we
subtract the very same estimate before observation (x, Yx ). Intuitively then,
KG selects the point xt that is expected to most increases the maximum of
our prediction of the objective function f after the observation (xt , Yxt ).
Finally, notice that the knowledge gradient policy is a one-step lookahead Bayesian strategy as it reasons about the expected effect of the next
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observation (x, Yx ) before selecting a point. Similarly, many selection strategies can be formulated in a utilitarian framework in which the next point
xt+1 maximizes some expected utility, where the expectation is taken with
respect to the posterior surrogate model f | Ft , and possiply future observations Yt+1 , . . . , Yt+q in the case of a q-step look-ahead strategy.2
Consider once again a single-step look-ahead policy such as KG, and
define a utility function U : X × H × Y 7→ R which maps an arbitrary query
point x and its corresponding outcome, modelled by Yx , to a measure of
quality of the experiment for a given function f ∈ H, e.g. , how much the
query would improve our posterior estimate of the optimum in KG, or how
much information this query will provide towards some goal as in (Lindley,
1956). Note that U is a random variable due to the unknown function f
and unobserved outcome Yx . Given some data accumulated thus far, we can
marginalize both f and Yx to obtain the expected utility of a query point x:
αt+1 (x) = E [U (x, f, Yx ) | Ft ] ,

(3.17)

and the selection policy is simply πt = δxt , where xt+1 ∈ arg maxX αt+1 and
ties are broken arbitrarily. With the exception of predictive entropy search
in Section 3.4, we do not consider any look-ahead expected utilities and so
the expectations will only be taken over the posterior f | Ft only. Therefore,
the utility U will often only take arguments in X × H
Whereas in experimental design and decision theory, the function α is
called the expected utility or criterion, in Bayesian optimization it is often called the acquisition or infill function. These acquisition functions are
carefully designed to trade off exploration of the search space and exploitation of current promising areas. In the next sections, we present traditional
improvement-based and optimistic acquisition functions, followed by more
recent information-based approaches. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of three recommendation strategies.
2
For simplicity, in this section we ignore the hyperparameter dependence and we defer
a discussion of marginalizing hyperparameters to Section E.
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3.2

Improvement-based policies

Improvement-based acquisition functions favour points that are likely to improve upon a target τ , the policies’ only hyperparameter. An early strategy
in the literature, due to (Kushner, 1964), is commonly known as (maximum)
probability of improvement (PI or MPI). As its name suggests, this acquisition function measures the probability, according to the model, that a point
x leads to an improvement upon τ . Since the posterior distribution of f (x)
is Gaussian, we can analytically compute this probability as follows:
PI
αt+1
(x) := P [f (x) > τ | Ft ]

(3.18)

PI is then maximized to select the next query point. For
Recall that αt+1

this criterion, the utility function is simply an indicator of improvement
U PI (x, f ) := I[f (x) > τ ]. From this insight it is clear that all improvements
are treated equal and PI simply accumulates the posterior probability mass
above (or below, when minimizing) τ at x.
Although probability of improvement can perform very well when the
target is known, in general the heuristic used for an unknown target τ causes
PI to exploit quite aggressively (Jones, 2001).
One could instead measure the expected improvement (EI) which incorporates the amount of improvement. This new criterion, due to Močkus et
al. (Močkus et al., 1978), corresponds to a utility called the improvement
function, usually denoted I, and is defined as follows
U EI (x, f ) = I(x, f (x)) := (f (x) − τ )I[f (x) > τ ].

(3.19)

Note that I > 0 only if there is an improvement. These improvement strategies have been empirically studied in the literature (Jones et al., 1998; Jones,
2001) and recently convergence rates have been proven for EI (Bull, 2011).
Remark 2 (Analytic expressions with GP surrogates)
When using a Gaussian process surrogate model, both EI and PI yield the
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following analytic expressions

PI
αt+1
(x)

=Φ

µt (x) − τ
σt (x)


and


EI
αt+1
(x)

= (µt (x) − τ )Φ

(3.20)

µt (x) − τ
σt (x)




+ σt (x)φ

µt (x) − τ
σt (x)


,

(3.21)

when σt > 0 and vanish otherwise. Here, Φ and φ denote the standard
normal cumulative distribution function and probability density function,
respectively. Analytic expressions for the derivatives of these acquisition
functions are also readily derived in the appendix (Appendix C), provided
the covariance kernel is differentiable. The analytic expression above allows
very efficient evaluation of the acquisition function and the analytic gradients facilitate using multi-restarted quasi-Newton methods for more efficient
maximization.
Remark 3 (On the choice of target τ )
Finally, although the target objective value (i.e., the best achievable objective value) is often unknown, in practice τ is adaptively set to either the
best observed value y + := maxi=1:t yi or alternatively the current incumbent µ+
t := maxi=1:t µt (xi ). Whereas for PI this heuristic can lead to an
overly greedy optimization (Jones, 2001), it works reasonably with EI in
practice (Snoek et al., 2012). For additional exploration, an additive (or
relative) minimum improvement parameter can be added (or multiplied) to
y + to avoid excessively local selections.

3.3

Optimistic policies

Dating back to the seminal work of Lai and Robbins (1985) on the multiarmed bandit problem, the upper confidence bound criterion has been a
popular way of negotiating exploration and exploitation, often with provable cumulative regret bounds. The guiding principle behind this class of
strategies is to be optimistic in the face of uncertainty. Indeed, using the upper confidence for every query point x corresponds to effectively using a fixed
probability best case scenario according to the model. Originally, the up39

per confidence was given by frequentist Chernoff–Hoeffding bounds (Auer,
2003), and more sophisticated bounds in the linear bandit setting (Dani
et al., 2008; Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011).
More recently, the Gaussian process upper confidence bound (GP-UCB;
Srinivas et al., 2010) algorithm was proposed as a Bayesian optimistic algorithm with provable cumulative regret bounds. In the deterministic case,
a branch-and-bound extension to GP-UCB was proven to have exponentially vanishing regret (de Freitas et al., 2012). The GP-UCB algorithm
has since been generalized to other Bayesian models by considering upper
quantiles (Kaufmann et al., 2012a) instead of Equation (3.22) defined below,
which is more reminiscent of frequentist concentration bounds. In the GP
case, since the posterior at any arbitrary point x is a Gaussian, any quantile
of the distribution of f (x) is computed with its corresponding value of βt as
follows:
UCB
αt+1
(x) := µt (x) + βt σt (x).

(3.22)

There are theoretically motivated guidelines for setting and scheduling the
hyperparameter βt to achieve optimal cumulative regret (Srinivas et al.,
2010) and, as with τ in the improvement policies, tuning this parameter
within these guidelines can offer a performance boost.
Finally, there also exist variants of these algorithms for the contextual
bandits (Vanchinathan et al., 2014) and parallel querying (Desautels et al.,
2014).

3.4

Information-based policies

In contrast to the acquisition functions introduced so far, information-based
policies consider the posterior distribution over the unknown minimizer x? ,
denoted P(X? | Dt ), where X? is the random variable which models our
knowledge of x? . This distribution is implicitly induced by the posterior
over objective functions f and is sometimes called Pt? . There are two policies
in this class, namely Thompson sampling and entropy search.
Though it was introduced in 1933 (Thompson, 1933), Thompson sam-
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PI
EI
UCB
TS
Figure 3.2: Visualizing the surrogate regression model and various induced
acquisition functions. (Top) The true objective function is shown as a
dashed line and the probabilistic regression model is shown as a blue line
with a shaded region delimiting the 2σt credible intervals. Finally, the observations are shown as red crosses. (Bottom) Four acquisition functions are
shown. In the case of PI, the optimal mode is much closer to the best observation as in the alternative methods, which explains its greedy behaviour.
In contrast, the randomization in TS allows it to explore more aggressively.
pling has attracted renewed interest in the multi-armed bandit community,
producing empirical evaluations (Scott, 2010; Chapelle and Li, 2011) as well
as theoretical results (Kaufmann et al., 2012b; Agrawal and Goyal, 2013;
Russo and Van Roy, 2014a). Thompson sampling (TS) is a randomized
strategy which samples a reward function from the posterior and selects the
arm with the highest simulated reward. Therefore the selection made by TS
can be expressed as the randomized acquisition function xt+1 ∼ Pt? .
However, in continuous search spaces, the analog of Thompson sampling
is to draw a continuous function f (t) from the posterior GP and optimize it
to obtain xt+1 . In order to be optimized, the sample f (t) needs to be fixed
so it can be queried at arbitrary points; unfortunately, it is not clear how to
fix an exact sample from the GP. However, using recent spectral sampling
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techniques (Bochner, 1959; Rahimi and Recht, 2007; Lázaro-Gredilla et al.,
2010), we can draw an approximate sample from the posterior that can be
evaluated at any arbitrary point x (Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014), which
extends TS to continuous search spaces. As an acquisition function, TS can
be formulated as
s.s.

TS
αt+1
(x) := f (t) (x), where f (t) ∼ GP(µ0 , k0 | Ft )

(3.23)

s.s.

and ∼ indicates approximate simulation via spectral sampling. Empirical
evaluations show good performance which, however, seems to deteriorate in
high dimensional problems, likely due to aggressive exploration (Shahriari
et al., 2014).
Instead of sampling the distribution Pt? , entropy search (ES) techniques
aim to reduce the uncertainty in the location X? by selecting the point that
is expected to cause the largest reduction in entropy of X? (Villemonteix
et al., 2009; Hennig and Schuler, 2012; Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014). In
terms of utility, entropy search methods are one-step look-ahead policies
that use the information gain defined as follows
U ES (x, Yx ) = H(X? | Ft ) − H(X? | Dt ∪ {(x, Yx )}),

(3.24)

where the unknown function f is already marginalized.
In other words, ES measures the expected information gain from querying an arbitrary point x and selects the point that offers the most information about the unknown x? . The acquisition function for ES can be
expressed formally as
ES
αt+1
(x) := H(X? | Ft ) − E [H(X? | Dt ∪ {(x, Yx )}) | Ft ]

where H(X? | Ft ) denotes the differential entropy of the posterior distribution Pt? , and the expectation is over the distribution of the random variable Yx ∼ N (µt (x), σt2 (x) + η 2 ).
Once again, this function is not tractable for continuous search spaces X
so approximations must be made. Early work discretized the space X and
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computed the conditional entropy via Monte Carlo sampling (Villemonteix
et al., 2009). More recent work uses a discretization of the X to obtain
a smooth approximation to Pt? and its expected information gain (Hennig
and Schuler, 2012). This method is unfortunately O(M 4 ) where M is the
number of discrete so-called representer points.
Finally, predictive entropy search (PES) removes the need for a discretization and approximates the acquisition function in O((t + d)3 ) time,
which, for t < n is of the same order as EI (Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014).
This is achieved by using the symmetric property of mutual information to
rewrite αES (x) as
PES
αt+1
(x) := H(Yx | Ft ) − E [H(Yx | Ft , X? ) | Ft ] ,

(3.25)

where the expectation is now with respect to the random variable X? . The
expectation can be approximated via Monte Carlo with Thompson samples;
and three simplifying assumptions are made to compute H(Yx | Ft , X? ),
which we do not discuss here but which can be found in (Hernández-Lobato
et al., 2014). Empirically, this algorithm has been shown to perform as well
or better than the discretized version without the unappealing quartic term,
making it arguably the state of the art in entropy search approximation.

3.5

Recommendation strategies

Finally, let us discuss recommendation strategies ρt . As its name suggests,
at iteration t, ρt returns the algorithm’s recommendation on where the optimum x? might be, in light of observations Dt . Although recommendation
strategies can in principle be stochastic, they are usually deterministic, i.e.
ρt := δx̂t .
If the objective function f is truly a random draw from our prior probabilistic surrogate model, and our observations yt are in fact derived from
f (xt ) via our likelihood model, then by Bayes’ rule, the posterior distribution f | Ft is the correct belief to hold on f . Therefore, the correct
recommendation strategy ρlat
t is to select the input x̂ with the highest latent
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surrogate mean µt (x) as follows
x̂lat
t := arg max µt (x̂).

(3.26)

x̂∈X

However, in practice we rarely know the exact form of the prior and likelihood, and even if we do, exact inference may not be tractable such that
µt (x) may be an approximation. In such cases of model misspecification or
approximate inference, we may prefer to rely on observations rather than
the surrogate model, opting for the best observation strategy ρobs
t :
x̂obs
:= arg max y(xs ).
t

(3.27)

{xs }s≤t

Naturally, if the observations yt are very noisy, it is not hard to see that
ρobs
can be mislead. Instead, we can restrict recommendations to inputs
t
for which we have observations and choose between them using the smoothing posterior mean µt , rather than the noisy observations yt , leading to a
strategy we refer to as selecting the incumbent:
x̂inc
t := arg max µt (xs ).

(3.28)

{xs }s≤t

and ρinc
Note that in the noiseless case, ρobs
t will return the same recomment
dations. Finally, note that practitioners may understandably be reluctant
to trust a recommendation x̂ for which the algorithm has no corresponding
observation ŷ and therefore ρinc
t is often a good compromise between trusting
the model and trusting the data.
In the multi-armed bandit setting, Bubeck et al. (2009) explored various recommendation strategies. While the empirical best arm strategy is
analogous to ρinc
t , the other two strategies only make sense with discrete
input spaces:3 namely, the most played arm and the empirical distribution
of plays, which is a randomized recommendation strategy that samples uniformly from the observed inputs {xs }s≤t with multiplicity.
3
Strictly speaking, with continuous input spaces, atomic selection policies could allow
such recommendation strategies as well.
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Chapter 4

Bayesian gap-based
exploration
In this chapter, I discuss a Bayesian policy that we developed for the problem
of pure exploration in multi-armed bandits. Though it could be awkwardly
expressed as an acquisition function, the policy presented in this chapter is
not explicitly an acquisition function that is maximized. This work includes
a probably approximately correct (PAC) proof and an extensive comparison
and empirical study of multiple acquisition functions for pure exploration.
Finally, we apply this optimization strategy to the problem of automatic
model selection and hyperparameter tuning with good performance. This
was joint work with Matthew W. Hoffman.

4.1

Algorithm

In this section we will introduce a gap-based solution to the Bayesian optimization problem, which we call BayesGap. This approach builds on the
work of Gabillon et al. (2011, 2012), which we will refer to as UGap,1 and
offers a principled way to incorporate correlation between different arms,
whereas UGap assumes all arm reward distributions are independent.
1

Technically, UGapEb, denoting bounded horizon.
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At the beginning of round t we will assume that the decision maker is
equipped with high-probability upper and lower bounds Uk (t) and Lk (t) on
the unknown mean zk for each arm k ∈ A = {1, . . . , K}. While this approach can encompass more general bounds, for the linear-Gaussian bandit
we consider in this work we can define these quantities in terms of the posterior mean and standard deviation µkt ± βσkt . These bounds also give rise
to a confidence diameter sk (t) = Uk (t) − Lk (t) = 2βσkt . We will refer to
β as the exploration constant, and note that in this chapter we will use a
slightly different notation µkt := µt (k) and σkt := σt (k).
Given bounds on the mean reward for each arm, we can then introduce
the per-arm worst-case gap quantity
Bk (t) = max Ui (t) − Lk (t),
i6=k

(4.1)

which involves a comparison between the lower bound of arm k and the
highest upper bound among all alternative arms. Ultimately this quantity
provides an upper bound on the simple regret (see Lemma B1 in the appendix) and will be used explicitly both in the selection policy and its PAC
proof. However, rather than directly selecting the arm that minimizes this
gap, we will consider the two candidate arms
J(t) = arg min Bk (t) and

(4.2)

k∈A

j(t) = arg max Uk (t).

(4.3)

k6=J(t)

We will then define the deterministic selection policy as
at = arg max sk (t).

(4.4)

k∈{j(t),J(t)}

Intuitively, this strategy selects either J(t), the arm that minimizes our
bound on the simple regret, or j(t), the best optimistic arm. We say optimistic because j(t) is the index that maximizes Uk (t), not µkt , and Uk (t) is
an optimistic upper bound on the expected reward of arm k. Between the
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Algorithm 2 BayesGap
1: for t = 1, . . . , T do
2:
J(t) ← arg mink∈A Bk (t)
3:
j(t) ← arg maxk6=J(t) Uk (t)
4:
at ← arg maxk∈{j(t),J(t)} sk (t)
5:
yt ∼ νat
6:
update posterior µkt and σkt given (at , yt )
7:
update bound on H and re-compute β
8:
update posterior bounds Uk (t) and Lk (t)
9: end for
10: t̂ ← arg mint≤T BJ(t) (t)
11: return âT ← J(t̂)

two candidates J(t) and j(t), the arm with the highest uncertainty will be
selected: the one expected to provide the most information. Finally, we will
define the deterministic recommendation strategy as

âT = J arg min BJ(t) (t) .

(4.5)

t≤T

In other words, the recommended arm âT ∈ {J(t)}t<T minimizes the regret
bound, over all times t ≤ T . The reason behind this particular choice is
subtle, but is necessary for the proof of the method’s simple regret bound.2
Algorithm 2 outlines the pseudo-code for BayesGap.

4.2

Theory

We now present our theoretical result concerning the case of linear–Gaussian
bandits, where we ask which value of β should be used. This will be a
particular case of the more general result in Theorem 2 in Appendix A.
Recall the linear–Gaussian bandit introduced in Chapter 2. Selecting an
arm k ∈ A from the K-armed Gaussian bandit results in an observing a
realization of N (zk , η 2 ), where zk = f (xk ) and xk ∈ Rd , ∀k ∈ A are feature
2

See inequality (b) in Appendix A.
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max U−k

y

y

(a) Updated posterior

(b) Locate max upper bounds

max U−k

max U−k

y

y
Bk

Bk

(c) Compute gap for each arm

J

j

(d) Establish candidates (Steps 2–3)

max U−k

y
Bk

J

(e) Select most uncertain
candidate (Step 4)

Figure 4.1: Visualization of one iteration of the BayesGap algorithm on
a 5-armed Bernoulli bandit, with references to Algorithm 2 where appropriate. Each panel includes 5 columns corresponding to the 5 arms. The
unknown true values of zk are represented by black dots, while the posterior
distribution of each zk is represented by magenta curves. The magenta bars
are delimited by the bounds Lk and Uk , while the length of the blue bars
quantify the gap Bk . The candidate arms J and j, and the selection are
highlighted in orange and green, respectively.
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vectors. Furthermore, we assume the linear structure of Equation (2.13):
f (xk ) = wT xk ,

∀xk ∈ A.

(4.6)

0 ,σ
where we prescribe an isotropic normal prior distribution Πw
= N (w0 , σI).
0

Consider the true gap quantities ∆k = | maxi6=k zi − zk |, ∀k ∈ A. This
quantity is different from the gap quantity defined in Chapter 2 only for
the best arm k? , where rather than vanishing, ∆k? measure the difference
between the optimal arm and the runner up. Otherwise, for all other arms
it is again a measure of sub-optimality. Given this quantity let Hk =
max( 12 (∆k + ), ) be an arm-dependent hardness quantity; essentially our
goal is to reduce the uncertainty in each arm to below this level, at which
point with high probability we will identify the best arm. Now, given H =
P
−2
k Hk we define our exploration constant as
β2 =
where κ =

P

k

T −K
η2

+

4H

κ
σ2

,

(4.7)

kxk k−2 . We have chosen β such that with high probability

we recover an -best arm, as detailed in the following theorem. This theorem
relies on bounding the uncertainty for each arm by a function of the number
of times that arm is pulled. Roughly speaking, if this bounding function
is monotonically decreasing and if the bounds Uk and Lk hold with high
probability we can then apply Theorem 23 to bound the simple regret ST of
BayesGap.4
Theorem 1
Consider a K-armed Gaussian bandit problem, horizon T , and upper and
lower bounds defined as above. For  > 0 and β defined as in Equation (4.7),
the algorithm attains simple regret satisfying P(ST ≤ ) ≥ 1 − KT e−β

2 /2

.

Proof. Let Nk (t) be the number of times arm k ∈ A has been pulled by
3

The additional Theorem is in Appendix A and is a modification of that in (Gabillon
et al., 2012).
4
Recall the simple regret ST := maxk zk − zk̂T , where k̂T is the recommended arm after
T rounds.
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round t. Using the definition of the posterior variance for arm k, we can
write the confidence diameter as
q
sk (t) = 2β xT
k Σ t xk
q
P
η 2 −1
T
= 2β η 2 xT
xk
i Ni (t − 1) xi xi + σ 2 I
k
q
η 2 −1
T
≤ 2β η 2 xT
xk .
k Nk (t − 1) xk xk + σ 2 I

(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)

In the second equality we decomposed the Gram matrix XT X in terms of
a sum of outer products over the fixed vectors xi —letting X be the matrix
whose rows are the vectors xi . In the final inequality we noted that by
removing samples we can only increase the variance term, and so here we
set Ni (t−1) = 0 for i 6= k. We will let the result of this final inequality define
an arm-dependent bounding function gk : N 7→ (0, ∞). Letting A =

1 η2
N σ2

we can simplify this quantity using the Sherman–Morrison formula as
q
−1
gk (N ) = 2β (η 2 /N )xTk xk xT
xk
k + AI
s
kxk k2 /A 
η 2 kxk k2 
1−
= 2β
N A
1 + kxk k2 /A
s
η 2 kxk k2
= 2β
,
η2
2
+
N
kx
k
k
2
σ

(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)

which is monotonically decreasing in N . The inverse of this function can be
solved for as
gk−1 (s) =
By setting

P

−1
k gk (Hk )

η2 1
4β 2 η 2
−
.
s2
σ 2 kxk k2

(4.14)

= T − K and solving for β we then obtain the

definition of this term given in the statement of the proposition. Finally, by
reference to Lemma B4 in the appendix, we can see that for each k and t,
the upper and lower bounds must hold with probability 1 − e−β/2 . These
last two statements satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2 in the appendix,
thus concluding the proof.
Here we should note that while we are using Bayesian methodology to
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drive the exploration of the bandit, we are analyzing this using frequentist
regret bounds. This is a common practice when analyzing the regret of
Bayesian bandit methods (Srinivas et al., 2010; Kaufmann et al., 2012a).
We should also point out that implicitly Theorem 2 assumes that each arm
is pulled at least once regardless of its bound. However, in our setting we
can avoid this in practice due to the correlation between arms.
On the exploration parameter β.

The proof and derivation of β given

above require knowledge of the hardness quantity H , which is unknown
in most practical applications. Instead of requiring H from the user, our
approach is to adaptively bound it. Intuitively, the quantity β controls
how aggressively BayesGap explores uncertain arms; indeed, β is directly
proportional to the width of the uncertainty sk (t) and inversely proportional
to H . As a result, in order to initially encourage more exploration we will
lower bound the hardness quantity. In particular, we can do this by upper
bounding each ∆k , using conservative posterior-dependent upper and lower
bounds on zk . In this work we use three posterior standard deviations away
from the posterior mean: µkt ± 3σkt —we emphasize that these bounds are
not the same as Lk (t) and Uk (t). Then a high probability upper bound on
∆k is simply given by
ˆ kt = max(µjt + 3σjt ) − (µkt − 3σkt ).
∆
j6=k

(4.15)

From this point we can recompute H and in turn recompute β (Step 7 in
Algorithm 2). For all experiments we will use this adaptive method.
Comparison with UGap.

The method in this section provides a Bayesian

version of the UGap algorithm which modifies the bounds used in this earlier algorithm’s arm selection step. By modifying step 6 of the BayesGap
pseudo-code to use either Hoeffding or Bernstein bounds we recover the
UGap algorithm. Note, however, that in doing so UGap assumes independent arms with bounded rewards.
−K
We can now compare UGap’s probability of error O(KT exp(− TH
))
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with that of BayesGap O(KT exp(− T −K+κη
H η 2

2 /σ 2

)). With minor differences,

these bounds are of the same order. First, the additional η 2 term is primarily
due to the distinction between bounded and Gaussian-distributed rewards.
Similarly, the σ 2 term corresponds to the concentration of the prior, and we
can see that the more concentrated the prior is (smaller σ) the faster this
rate is. Note, however, that the proof of BayesGap’s simple regret relies on
the true rewards for each arm being within the support of the prior, so one
cannot increase the algorithm’s performance by arbitrarily concentrating
the prior. Finally, the κ term is related to the linear relationship between
different arms. Additional theoretical results on improving these bounds
remains for future work.

4.3

Experiments

In the following subsections, we benchmark our proposed algorithm against
a wide variety of policies on two real-data applications. In Section 4.3.1,
we revisit the traffic sensor network problem of Srinivas et al. (2010). In
Section 4.3.2, we consider the problem of automatic model selection and
algorithm configuration.

4.3.1

Application to a traffic sensor network

In this experiment, we are given data taken from traffic speed sensors deployed along highway I-880 South in California. Traffic speeds were collected
at K = 357 sensor locations for all working days between 6AM and 11AM
for an entire month. Our task is to identify the single location of least congestion, i.e. with the highest expected speed. This data was also used in the
work of Srinivas et al. (2010) on GP-UCB.
Naturally, the readings from different sensors are correlated, however,
this correlation is not necessarily only due to geographical location. Therefore specifying a similarity kernel over the space of traffic sensor locations
alone would be overly restrictive. Following the approach of Srinivas et al.
(2010), we construct the design matrix treating two-thirds of the available
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Figure 4.2: Probability of error on the optimization domain of traffic speed
sensors (averaged over 840 runs). For this real data set, BayesGap provides
considerable improvements over the Bayesian cumulative regret alternatives
and the frequentist simple regret counterparts.
data as historical and use the remaining third to evaluate the policies. In
more detail, the GP kernel matrix G ∈ RK×K is set to be empirical covariance matrix of measurements for each of the K sensor locations, the
1

corresponding design matrix is X = V D 2 , where G = V DV T .
Following (Srinivas et al., 2010), we estimate the noise level η of the observation model using this data. We consider the average empirical variance
of each individual sensor (i.e. the signal variance corresponding to the diagonal of G) and set the noise variance η 2 to 5% of this value; this corresponds
to η 2 = 4.78. We choose a broad prior with regularization coefficient σ = 20.
In order to evaluate different bandit and Bayesian optimization algorithms, we use each of the remaining 840 sensor signals (the aforementioned
third of the data) as the true mean vector z for independent runs of the
experiment. Using historical data in this way enables us to evaluate the
ground truth for each run and estimate the probability that the policies
return the best arm.
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Other policies in this empirical comparison:
(1) UCBE (Audibert et al., 2010): variant of classical UCB of Auer (2003),
substituting the log(t) exploration term in UCB with a constant of order
log(T ) for known horizon T ;
(2) UGap (Gabillon et al., 2012): frequentist algorithm that inspired our
Bayesian variant;
(3) BayesUCB and GP-UCB: Bayesian extensions of UCB introduced by
Kaufmann et al. (2012a) and Srinivas et al. (2010), respectively;
(4) PI, EI, and Thompson sampling (see Chapter 3).
Note that techniques (1) and (2) attack the problem of best arm identification and use bounds which encourage more aggressive exploration. However, they do not take correlation into account. On the other hand, techniques such as (3) are designed for cumulative regret, but model the correlation among the arms. It might seem at first that we are comparing apples
and oranges. However, the purpose of comparing these methods, even if
their objectives are different, is to understand empirically what aspects of
these algorithms matter the most in practical applications.
The results, shown in Figure 4.2, are the probabilities of error for each
strategy, using a time horizon of T = 400. (Here we used  = 0, but varying
this quantity had little effect on the performance of each algorithm.) By
looking at the results, we quickly learn that techniques that model correlation perform better than the techniques designed for best arm identification,
even when they are being evaluated in a best arm identification task. The
important conclusion is that one must always invest effort in modelling the
correlation among the arms.
The results also show that BayesGap does better than alternatives in this
domain. This is not surprising because BayesGap is the only competitor that
addresses budgets, best arm identification and correlation simultaneously.
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4.3.2

Automatic machine learning

There exist many machine learning toolboxes, such as Weka and scikit-learn.
However, for a great many data practitioners interested in finding the best
technique for a predictive task, it is often hard to understand what each
technique in the toolbox does. Moreover, each technique can have many
free hyper-parameters that are not intuitive to most users.
Bayesian optimization techniques have already been proposed to automate machine learning approaches such as MCMC inference (Mahendran
et al., 2012; Hamze et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013a), deep learning (Bergstra
et al., 2011), preference learning (Brochu et al., 2007, 2010), reinforcement
learning and control (Martinez-Cantin et al., 2007; Lizotte, 2008), and more
(Snoek et al., 2012). In fact, methods to automate entire toolboxes (Weka)
have appeared very recently (Hutter et al., 2012), and go back to old racing
strategies for model selection (Maron and Moore, 1993; Shen et al., 2011).
In this experiment, we will demonstrate BayesGap by automating regression with scikit-learn. Our focus will be on minimizing the cost of
cross-validation in the domain of big data. In this setting, training and testing each model can take a prohibitive long time. If we are working under
a finite budget, say if we only have three days before a conference deadline or the deployment of a product, we cannot afford to try all models in
all cross-validation tests. However, it is possible to use techniques such as
BayesGap and Thompson sampling to find the best model with high probability. In our setting, the action of “pulling an arm” will involve selecting
a model, splitting the dataset randomly into training and test sets, training
the model, and recording the test-set performance.
In this bandit domain, our arms will consist of five scikit-learn techniques and associated parameters selected on a discrete grid. We consider
the following models and parameter settings for regression:
Within a class of regressors, we model correlation using a squared ex0 2

ponential kernel with unit length scale, i.e., k(x, x0 ) = e−(x−x ) . Using this
kernel, we compute a kernel matrix G and construct the design matrix as
before.
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Model & hypers (160 total)

discretized settings

Lasso (8)
alpha

{1, 5} · 10{−4,−3,−2,−1}

Random forests (64)
n estimators
min samples split
min samples leaf

10{0,1,2,3}
1, 3, 5, 7
2, 6, 10, 14

linSVM (16) & rbfSVM (64)
C
epsilon
(rbf only) gamma

10{−3,−2,−1,0}
10{−4,−3,−2,−1}
0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2

K-NN (8)
n neighbors

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15

Table 4.1: Models and discretized hyperparameter settings used in the automatic machine learning model selection experiment.
When an arm is pulled we select training and test sets uniformly at
random. Each set includes 10% of the data in the original dataset; the
remaining 80% is ignored for this particular arm pull. We then train the
selected model on the training set, and test on the test set. This specific
form of cross-validation is similar to that of repeated learning-testing (Arlot
et al., 2010; Burman, 1989).
We use the wine dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository,
where the task is to predict the quality score (between 0 and 10) of a wine
given 11 attributes of its chemistry. We repeat the experiment 100 times.
We report, for each method, an estimate of the RMSE for the recommended
models on each run. Unlike in the previous section, we do not have the
ground truth generalization error, and in this scenario it is difficult to estimate the probability of error. Instead we report the RMSE, but remark
that this is only a proxy for the error rate that we are interested in.
The performance of the final recommendations for each strategy and a
fixed budget of T = 10 tests is shown in Figure 4.3. The results for other
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RMSE

Figure 4.3: Boxplot of RMSE averaged over 100 runs with a fixed budget of
T = 10. EI, PI, and GP-UCB get stuck in local minima.
budgets are almost identical. It must be emphasized that the number of
allowed function evaluations (10 tests) is much smaller than the number of
arms (160 models). Hence, frequentist approaches that require pulling all
arms, e.g. UGap, are inapplicable in this domain.
The results indicate that Thompson and BayesGap are the best choices
for this domain. Figure 4.4 shows the individual arms pulled and recommended by BayesGap (above) and EI (bottom), over each of the 100 runs, as
well as an estimate of the ground truth RMSE for each individual model. EI
and PI often get trapped in local minima. Due to the randomization inherent to Thompson sampling, it can explores more depending on the specified
prior.

4.4

Conclusion

This work demonstrates the benefit of modelling correlations between arms
in multi-armed bandits. Not only does modelling correlations help converge
more quickly to better optima—as in the traffic sensor network results—
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Figure 4.4: Allocations and recommendations of BayesGap (top) and EI
(bottom) over 100 runs at a budget of T = 40 training and validation tests,
and for 160 models (i.e., more arms than possible observations). Histograms
along the floor of the plot show the arms pulled at each round while the
histogram on the far wall shows the final arm recommendation over 100
different runs. The solid black line on the far wall shows the estimated
“ground truth” RMSE for each model. Note that EI quite often gets stuck
in a locally optimal rbfSVM.
but such modelling efforts accommodate budgets that are smaller than the
number of available arms by generalizing observations to unobserved arms—
as in the automatic model selection results.
There is room to improve the theoretical results proven in Appendix A.
In particular, we emphasize two loose bounds: the union bound that contributes the factor of KT ignores both dependencies across arms and across
time (or rounds); meanwhile, the inequality in Equation 4.10 is the result
of a very conservative, worst case bound that effectively ignores interactions
between arms.
While generalizations to continuous search spaces are not studied, it is an
interesting direction for future work. Indeed, the appealing feature of these
gap-based algorithms is that they always consider two different candidates
and select the most uncertain one. Such an approach could allow Bayesian
optimization algorithms to avoid getting stuck in local optima.
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Chapter 5

Entropy search portfolio
Committing to a policy a priori is a challenging task, which can lead to dramatically different performance. Consider, for example, the experiments in
Chapter 4 where Thompson sampling ranked very low in the traffic sensor
network results, but very high in the automatic machine learning results.
In this chapter, we address this practical challenge. Indeed, we investigate
a hierarchical approach to decision making, whereby at every iteration t,
we appeal to several policies to provide candidate query points and select a
single xt among them. Though this type of approach is referred to as a portfolio method (Hoffman et al., 2011), it can be interpreted as turning an optimization problem over the input space X into a multi-armed bandit problem
1
over the set of arms (acquisition functions) At := {xkt := arg maxX αtk }K
k=1 .

In order to pick among the arms At , we propose another utilitarian approach, which we distinguish from the utilitarian member policies by using
the terms meta-policy or meta-criterion, denoted ut .2 Algorithm 3 outlines
the slightly modified framework for Bayesian optimization with portfolios,
and Figure 5.1 provides a visualization to help follow the discussion.
In Section 5.1.1, we outline our proposed meta-criterion, and the various
approximations and practical techniques used to estimate it. An important
1

See (Neufeld et al., 2014) for a similar bandit perspective on portfolios applied to
adaptive Monte Carlo.
2
Most of the time, since the time index is unambiguous, we will omit the subscript t
to simply the notation.
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Algorithm 3 Bayesian optimization with portfolios
Require: a stochastic black-box (f, ν)
initial data D0 = ∅
a portfolio A = {αk }K
k=1
1: for t = 1, . . . , T do
2:
At ← {arg maxX αtk }K
/ collect candidates
k=1
3:
xt ← arg maxAt u( · ; Dt−1 )
4:
yt ∼ ν(f (xt ))
5:
Dt ← Dt−1 ∪ {(xt , yt )}
6: end for
7: return x̂T ← arg max µT
{xs }s≤T

step in the approximation relies on sampling from Equation (5.1), and in
Section 5.1.2, we show how to efficiently approximately sample from this
distribution, an approach that also acts as an extension of Thompson sampling to continuous domains with GP priors. Though this particular section
was concurrent work by Hernández-Lobato et al. (2014), ours was the first
empirical evaluation of this technique as an acquisition function. The entire
algorithm, including computational complexity analysis, is summarized in
Section 5.1.3 and the pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 4. Section 5.2
details several experiments and results in the domains of geostatistics and
control.

5.1

Algorithm

Inspired by the works of Villemonteix et al. (2009) and Hennig and Schuler
(2012), the approach we propose in this chapter is to use the reduction in
entropy as a meta-criterion to select an xt among the points in At .
Recall that our prescribed surrogate probabilistic model induces a distribution over the location of the unknown global optimizer x? . Note that
this optimizer is a random variable, due to the epistemic randomness in f .
Given data D, let us define the following distribution over the measurable
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input space (X , FX )

P? (E | D) := P arg min f (x) ∈ E


D ,

∀E ∈ FX ,

(5.1)

x∈X

denoting the posterior over minimizer locations, with density p? ( · | D).
Our proposed algorithm we call entropy search portfolio (ESP) then selects,
among the candidate points A = {xk := arg maxx∈X αk (x; D)}K
k=1 , the one
which maximizes the reduction in uncertainty. As a measure of uncertainty
in the posterior distribution P? , we will use the differential entropy H[p? ],
and therefore propose the negative expected entropy as a meta-criterion:
xt := arg max u(xk ; D), where

(5.2)

xk ∈A

h 
u(xk ; D) := −EH p? ·

D ∪ {(xk , Yk )}

i

,

(5.3)

where the expectation is taken over the, as yet, unobserved random variable
Yk ∼ νxk .

5.1.1

Estimating the expected entropy

Unfortunately, the meta-criterion expressed in Equation (5.3) is analytically
intractable and requires some form of approximation in order to make the
algorithm feasible.3 We begin by estimating the expectation via Monte
(n)

Carlo integration, taking N samples yk

∼ p(yk | xk , D) and approximating

the meta-criterion as
u(xk ; D) ≈ −

N
i
1 X h
(n)
H p? ( · | D̃k ) ,
N

(5.4)

n=1

(n)

where D̃k

(n)

:= D ∪ {(xk , yk )}. In practice one can use stratified or quasi-

Monte Carlo to reduce the variance of this estimate.
We turn our attention to the entropy estimation. For continuous densi3
Since this work, Hernández-Lobato et al. (2014) proposed a new and better approximation that can readily be incorporated in this work.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of Bayesian optimization with acquisition function
portfolios. Top: visualization of our probabilistic model at a particular
time. Middle: three acquisition functions, members of a portfolio, in this
case EI (blue), PI (cyan), and Thompson (red). The purpose of Algorithm 4
is to select between the candidates {xk }3k=1 . Bottom: histogram of 1000
approximate samples from P? . Here we also show G draws from P? ( · | D)
that we denote z(i) .
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of the Entropy Search Portfolio. Top: for each
candidate xk (blue dashed line) we draw N hallucinations (blue diamonds)
from the conditional. In practice this is done with quasi-Monte-Carlo to
(n)
reduce variance. Middle: for each hallucination yk we augment the GP
model (green line and shaded area) and sample it S times at the discrete
(s)
points z(i) to obtain the fkn (blue triangles) for s = 1, . . . , S. We find the
(s)
minimizer of each vector fkn (magenta triangle). Bottom: finally, we bin
the S minimizers into a discrete empirical distribution p̂ depicted here as a
magenta histogram.
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ties p the differential entropy can be written as
Z
H[p(x)] := −

p(x) log p(x) dx.

(5.5)

X

Monte Carlo integration cannot estimate this integral because the integrand
log p? ( · | D) cannot be evaluated pointwise. Instead, we approximate this
density with a discrete probability mass function p̂? and use its discrete
entropy as a proxy for the differential entropy of interest in (5.5).
Let us therefore restrict our attention to a discretization of the domain
{z(i) }G
i=1

⊂ X , and in an effort to maintain the flow of this section, we defer

the technical details of how the space is discretized to the next section.
Given such a discretization, we can define the following probability mass
function:


p̂? (z) := P Yz ≤ Yz(i) , ∀z(i) , ∀z ∈ {z(i) },

(5.6)

and similarly for the posterior distribution p̂? (z | D).
Combining this discrete proxy for the entropy with the Monte Carlo
integration above yields the following approximation to our meta-criterion
u(xk ; D) ≈

N G
1 XX
(n)
(n)
p̂? (z(i) | D̃k ) log p̂? (z(i) | D̃k ).
N

(5.7)

n=1 i=1

(n)

Finally, we must estimate p̂? (z(i) | D̃k ). Let the multivariate random
variable f := (f (z(1) ), . . . , f (z(G) )) be the vector of latent objective function
values evaluated at the representer points. Under the assumption that f
(n)

is sampled from a GP, the posterior distribution of f | D̃k
a result, we can produce S exact samples

(s)
fkn

is normal; as

from the posterior. The

probabilities necessary to compute the entropy can then be approximated
by the relative counts
p̂kni =

S
1X 
(s) 
I i = arg min[fkn ]j .
S
j=1,...,G

(5.8)

s=1

In other words, the number p̂kni is the proportion of times the representer
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Algorithm 4 Entropy search portfolio
Require: candidates {xk }K
k=1 , observations D
1: z(i) ∼ P? ( · | D), i = 1, . . . , G
2: for k = 1, . . . , K do
3:
for n = 1, . . . , N do
(n)
4:
yk ∼ ν(f (xk ) | D)
/ hallucinate next observation
(n)
(n)
k
5:
D̃k ← D ∪ {(x , yk )}
(s)
(n)
6:
fkn ∼ p(f | D̃k ) for s = 1, . . . , S
P 
(s) 
7:
p̂kni ← S1 s I i = arg minj [fkn ]j
8:
end for P
PG
9:
uk ← N1 N
n=1
i=1 p̂kni log p̂kni
10: end for
11: k̂ = arg max uk
k=1,...,K

12:

return xk̂

point z(i) was the minimizer among the S sampled functions with halluci(n)

nated data point (xk , yk ).
Finally, combining the estimates above yields our approximated metacriterion

N G
1 XX
p̂kni log p̂kni .
u(x ; D) ≈
N
k

(5.9)

n=1 i=1

We provide the pseudocode for this estimate of the meta-criterion in Algorithm 4 along with a corresponding visualization in Figure 5.2.

5.1.2

Discretizing X : sampling posterior global minimizers

Discretizing the search space X for such entropy estimates is an established
approximation technique (Villemonteix et al., 2009; Hennig and Schuler,
2012). Naturally, obtaining a good estimate depends on the particular discretization. In the work of Hennig and Schuler (2012), the discrete points
z(i) are called representer points and are sampled from either PI or EI, depending on the implementation; earlier, in the work of Villemonteix et al.
(2009), the discretization was sampled from a latin hypercube (LHC) space
filling design. Both of these works have argued the importance of both
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randomization and sampling points {z(i) } close to the target distribution
P? ( · | D̃k ). While the LHC approach provides a very simple discretization,
it is independent of the current posterior, which can lead to very small effective discretization, i.e. eventually most representer points will have no
effect on the estimate. On the other hand, running a slice-sampler on PI or
EI is a practically challenging heuristic because these acquisition functions
quickly become highly multi-modal with shrinking support.
In this work, we propose using approximate samples from the posterior
distribution P? ( · | D), which we expect to be closer to the target distribution than EI or PI, by virtue of the fact that the posterior does not vary
too dramatically from one observation to the next. This step corresponds
to Line 1 of Algorithm 4; after this step the {z(i) } are kept fixed for the
remainder of the ESP subroutine, and only resampled at the next iteration
of the optimization outer-loop: Algorithm 3.
We use the following two step process to sample from P? ( · | D)
f | D ∼ GP,

(5.10)

z(i) = arg min f,

∀i = 1, . . . , G

(5.11)

X

where ties are broken arbitrarily. At first glance this would require constructing an infinite-dimensional object representing the function f . This
could be done by sequentially constructing f while it is being optimized.
However, evaluating such an f would ultimately have cost O(m3 ) where m
is the number of function evaluations necessary to find each optimum z(i) .
Instead, following the work of Hernández-Lobato et al. (2014), we will sample an analytic approximation to f , which provides a closed form expression
that can be differentiated and optimized efficiently. We defer the technical
details of this technique to Appendix B.
Extension to Thompson sampling.

Finally, this approach can also be

used directly as an acquisition strategy; consider the following randomized
strategy
xt ∼ P? ( · | D).
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For finite X this is simply the well-established Thompson sampling algorithm. However, this derivation extends Thompson sampling to continuous
search spaces. This work is the first to evaluate this acquisition function
empirically.

5.1.3

Algorithm summary

In Algorithm 3, we describe general pseudocode for performing Bayesian
optimization using a portfolio of acquisition functions. Here line 3 denotes a
general selection criterion such as the GP-Hedge approach of (Hoffman et al.,
2011) or our own ESP, summarized in Algorithm 4. The computational cost
of this approach will be dominated by the cubic cost of solving the linear
system on line 6 of Algorithm 4. As a result the complexity will be on the
order O(KN St3 ), however since K, N , and S are fixed a priori, this is only a
constant-factor slower than standard Bayesian optimization algorithms and
can easily be parallelized.
One consideration we have not mentioned is the selection of hyperparameters, which can have a considerable effect on the performance of any
Bayesian optimization algorithm. For example, if we fix the length scale
parameters Λ to be too small or large, then observing a point (x, y) will
affect the posterior in a neighbourhood that is, in turn, too small or large
around x, respectively. This will adversely affect the optimization process,
causing any Bayesian optimization algorithm to search too globally or too
locally—in a sense, to explore or exploit too much.
Typical approaches to GP regression will often optimize the marginal
likelihood or evidence as a means of setting these parameters. However, in
the Bayesian optimization setting this approach is particularly ineffective
due to the initial paucity of data. Even worse, such optimization can also
lead to quite severe local maxima around the initial data points. In this
work we instead give a fully Bayesian treatment of the hyperparameters.
Let ψ denote a vector of hyperparameters which includes any kernel and
likelihood parameters. Let p(ψ | D) ∝ p(ψ) p(D|ψ) denote the posterior
distribution over these parameters where p(ψ) is a hyperprior and p(D | ψ)
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is the GP marginal likelihood. For a fully Bayesian treatment of ψ we must
marginalize our acquisition strategy with respect to this posterior. The
corresponding integral has no analytic expression and must be approximated
using Monte Carlo.
Consider now drawing M samples {ψ (i) } from the posterior p(ψ|Dt ).
Often an acquisition strategy is specified with respect to some internal acquisition function which is optimized at every iteration in order to select xt .
These functions can then be approximately marginalized with respect to the
hyperparameter samples in order to instead optimize an integrated acquisition function. This approach was taken in (Snoek et al., 2012) for the EI
and PI acquisition functions. Note that the randomized Thompson sampling
strategy, introduced in Section 5.1.2, only requires a single hyperparameter
sample as we can see this as a joint sample from the hyperparameters and
the function minimizer.
Our approach has additional complexity in that our candidate selection
criterion depends on the hyperparameter samples as well. This occurs explicitly in lines (4–6) of Algorithm 4 which sample from the GP posterior. This
can be solved simply by adding an additional loop over the hyperparameter
samples. Our particular use of representer points in line 1 also depends on
these hyperparameters. We can solve this problem by equally allocating our
representers between the M different hyperparameter samples.

5.2

Experiments

In this section we evaluate the proposed method on several problems: two
synthetic test functions commonly used for benchmarking in global optimization, two real-world datasets from the geostatistics community, and
two relatively high dimensional simulated control problems. We compare
our method against two categories of baselines: first, Bayesian optimization
based on single acquisition functions, and second, other portfolio methods
based on the same ensemble of acquisition functions as ESP (but combining
them in different ways).
In the first category, we included three well-known Bayesian optimization
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acquisition functions, namely the EI, PI, and Thompson methods described
earlier. For EI we used the implementation available in the spearmint
package,4 and the latter two were implemented in the spearmint framework.
All three methods were included in the portfolios. Note that we do not
compare against GPUCB (Srinivas et al., 2010) as the bounds do not apply
directly when integrating over GP hyperparameters. This would require an
additional derivation which we do not consider here.
In the second category, we compare ESP against the GPHedge portfolio
method of Hoffman et al. (2011) and an approach which selects between different base strategies uniformly at random labelled RP (Random Portfolio).
In order to marginalize over the GP hyperparameters (i.e. kernel lengthscale and amplitude, and prior constant mean) we used slice sampling as
implemented in the spearmint package. By default, the spearmint software
outputs 10 samples at each iteration. Both improvement-based methods, EI
and PI, can simply be evaluated with each sample and averaged, while in
keeping with the Thompson strategy, our Thompson implementation only
uses a single sample, namely the last one. As reported above, our proposed
ESP method splits its 500 representer points equally among the hyperparameter samples. In other words, for each of the 10 hyperparameters we
draw 50 points. In addition, in order to estimate u(xk ; D), for each of 5
(n)

simulated yk
P? ( · |

(n)
D̃k ),

and each GP hyperparameter, ESP draws 1000 samples from

and then computes and averages the entropy estimates.

In the following experiments we evaluate the performance of each algorithm as a function of the number of function evaluations. When the true
optimum is known, as in the case of the Branin and Hartmann 3 experiments,
we measure performance by the absolute error. For all other minimization
experiments, performance is given by the minimum function value obtained
up to that iteration. Each experiment was repeated 20 times with different
random seeds. For each method, we plot the median performance metric
over these repetitions as well as shading the band between the lower and
upper quartiles.
4

https://github.com/JasperSnoek/spearmint
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Figure 5.3: Absolute error of the best observation for the Branin and Hartmann 3 synthetic functions. The 9 additional random experts in RP9,
GPHedge9, and ESP9 affect the RP and GPHedge methods much more
dramatically than ESP.

5.2.1

Global optimization test functions

We begin with two synthetic functions commonly used for benchmarking
global optimization methods: Branin and Hartmann 3 (Lizotte, 2008). They
are two- and three-dimensional, respectively, and are both continuous, bounded,
and multimodal. The experiments were run up to a final horizon of T = 100.
Figure 5.3 reports the observed performance measured in absolute error on
a logarithmic scale.
It is interesting to note that despite the poor performance of PI in this
task, all portfolios still outperform their base strategies, with the exception
of Thompson on Branin. As expected, ESP makes the best use of its base
experts and outperforms all other methods in both examples.5
It is interesting to note that each of the two domains have their own
champion, Thompson being a clear winner on Branin, and EI being the
more attractive option on Hartmann 3. This observation motivates the use
of portfolios of acquisition functions.
5

Note that PI performs poorly in this multimodal example because of PI’s greediness. This issue could in principle be addressed using a minimum improvement parameter
(Jones, 2001; Brochu et al., 2009). However we set this parameter to its default value of 0
in our experiments since our focus in this work is in selecting between acquisition functions
rather than tuning them. However, one could imagine in future work using parameterized
families of strategies as a way of enlarging portfolios.
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In these synthetic experiments we also demonstrate the resilience of ESP
with respect to to the inclusion of poor base strategies. We do so by adding 9
random experts to each portfolio (we denote these ESP9, RP9, etc.). These
so-called random experts select a point uniformly at random in the bounding
box X . We expect this sort of random search to be comparable to the other
base methods in the initial stage of the optimization and eventually provide
too much exploration and not enough exploitation. Note however that a
few random experts in a portfolio could actually be beneficial in providing a
constant source of purely exploratory candidates; precisely how many is an
interesting question we do not discuss in the present work. Nevertheless, for
the dimensionality and difficulty of these examples, we propose 9 additional
random experts as being too many and indeed we observe empirically that
they substantially deteriorate performance for all portfolios.
In particular, we see that, especially on Hartmann 3, ESP is virtually unaffected until it reaches 5 digits of accuracy. Meanwhile, the progress made
by RP is hindered by the random experts which it selects as frequently as
the legitimate acquisition functions. Significantly worse is the performance
of GPHedge which, due to the initial success of the random experts, favours
these until the horizon is reached. Note in contrast that ESP does not rely on
any expert’s past performance, which makes it robust to lucky guesses and
time-varying expert performances. GPHedge could possibly be improved
by tuning the reward function it uses internally but this is a difficult and
problem dependent task.

5.2.2

Geostatistics datasets

The next set of experiments were carried out on two datasets from the
geostatistics community, referred to here as Brenda and Agromet (Clark
and Harper, 2008).6 Since these datasets consist in finite sets of points,
we transformed each of them into a function that we can query at arbitrary
points via nearest neighbour interpolation. This produces a jagged piecewise
constant function, which is outside the smoothness class of our surrogate
6

Both datasets can be found at kriging.com/datasets.
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Figure 5.4: Best observed evaluation on mining datasets Brenda and
Agromet. ESP outperforms the other portfolio methods while RP is dominated by all others.
models and hence a relatively difficult problem.
Brenda is a dataset of 1,856 observations in the depths of a copper mine
in British Columbia, Canada, that was closed in 1990. The search domain is
therefore three-dimensional and the objective function represents the quantity of underground copper. Agromet is a dataset of 18,188 observations
taken in Natal Highlands, South Africa, where gold grade of the soil is the
objective. The search domain here is two-dimensional.
We note that PI, which has so far been an under-achiever, is among the
better strategies on Agromet, while EI is the last. This is further motivation for the use of portfolios. On both of these examples, RP performs
poorly whereas GPHedge fares somewhat better. We can see that ESP performs particularly well on Brenda. On Agromet, ESP outperforms the other
portfolio methods and is competitive with the best acquisition function—
Thompson in the initial exploration phase, followed by PI after around 60
evaluations.

5.2.3

Control tasks

Our final experiments compare the portfolio methods on two control tasks.
Walker is an eight-dimensional control problem where the inputs are fed into
a simulator which returns the walking speed of a bipedal robot (Westervelt
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and Grizzle, 2007). The code for the simulator is available online. This
example was also used in a Bayesian optimization context by HernándezLobato et al. (2014). Repeller is a nine-dimensional control problem considered in previous work on Bayesian optimization portfolios (Hoffman et al.,
2011, 2009). This problem simulates a particle in a two-dimensional world
being dropped from a fixed starting region while accelerated downward by
gravity. The task is to direct the falling particle through circular regions of
low loss by placing 3 repellers with 3 degrees of freedom each, namely their
position in the plane and repulsion strength. Figure 5.5 reports our results
on both control tasks.
On these tasks, GPHedge performed poorly. On the other hand, RP performs well initially on both problems but its rate of improvement then slows
down, particularly in Walker where it falls about 10 evaluations behind.
Meanwhile, ESP is the clear top performer among the portfolio methods on
Walker and catches up to RP on Repeller. We have also added the RP9,
GPHedge9, and ESP9 methods in this experiment to study their sensitivity
to random guesses. Indeed, both RP9 and GPHedge9 exhibit noticeably
poorer performance than RP and GPHedge, while in contrast ESP9 is not
significantly affected.
The good initial performance of the random portfolios and GPHedge9
could possibly be due to the high dimensionality of the search space where
model-based approaches can suffer from cold start. In fact, a widely used
technique suggested by Jones (2001) involves using a certain number of
initial samples selected from a Latin hypercube as an initialization in order
to alleviate this problem.

5.3

Conclusion

In this work, we revisited the use of portfolios for Bayesian optimization. We
introduced a novel information-theoretic meta-criterion we call ESP, which
can achieve performance matching or exceeding that of its best component
expert. This is particularly important since we show in our experiments that
the post-hoc best acquisition function varies between problem instances. We
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Figure 5.5: Best observed evaluation on the Walker and Repeller control
tasks. Here we see ESP outperforming the other methods on Walker. On
Repeller, ESP is once again competitive with the best methods and exhibits
much more robustness to poor experts as evidenced by ESP9 following the
performance of ESP so closely.
have also found that ESP ranks consistently high across functions of different
dimensionality even though the members of its portfolio do not exhibit this
behaviour. Further experiments also demonstrated that ESP is less sensitive
to poorly performing experts than the other portfolio mechanisms.
We also showed that, surprisingly, a random portfolio can exhibit reasonably good performance, albeit not as good as ESP. Such a strategy is
also more susceptible to the inclusion of poorly performing experts than
ESP, however not as susceptible as GPHedge due to the latter algorithm’s
reliance on past performance as a predictor of future performance. On the
other hand, ESP simply approaches vanilla entropy search as random experts are added to the portfolio.
Finally, we propose a mechanism for sampling representer points which
is more principled and reliable than previous approaches, which relied on
slice sampling from surrogate measures. We additionally showed that this
sampling mechanism can itself be used as an effective acquisition strategy,
thereby extending the popular Thompson sampling approach to continuous
spaces with kernel methods.
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Chapter 6

Unconstrained Bayesian
optimization via
regularization
The established Bayesian optimization practice requires a user-defined bounding box which is assumed to contain the optimizer. However, when little is
known about the probed objective function, it can be difficult to prescribe
such bounds. In this work we modify the standard Bayesian optimization
framework in a principled way to allow automatic, data-driven resizing of
the search space.
This work is born out of the observation that the only component of standard Bayesian optimization that requires a bounding box on the search space
is the maximization of the acquisition function. Therefore we propose a way
to regularize the acquisition function to be a priori small in regions far to the
observed data. In a first step, we achieve this by prescribing a non-constant
minimum improvement function in expected improvement (EI; Jones et al.,
1998) or probability of improvement (PI; Kushner, 1964). In a second step,
we provide an equivalent view that involves a structured prior mean on the
Gaussian Process. With this view, we are able to experiment with methods that are not improvement based, such as entropy search (Villemonteix
et al., 2009; Hennig and Schuler, 2012; Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014) and
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Figure 6.1: Visualization of the two alternate views of regularization in
Bayesian optimization. The objective function and posterior surrogate mean
are represented as black dashed and solid lines, respectively, with grey
shaded areas indicating ±2σn . Integrating the surrogate model above the
target (orange shaded area) results in the regularized EI acquisition function
(magenta and cyan). Using a non-stationary target with a constant prior
mean (left) or a fixed target with a non-stationary prior mean (right) lead
to indistinguishable acquisition functions, which decay at infinity.
Thompson sampling (Hernández-Lobato et al., 2014).
In this section, we introduce two methods that will result in robustness
to the choice of initial bounding box. The first is our proposed approach,
which can be interpreted as a regularization of current methods, while the
second is a simple heuristic we call volume doubling.

6.1

Regularizing improvement policies

We motivate the regularized approach by considering improvement policies,
in particular, EI. However, in the next section we show that this proposed
approach can be extended more generally to all GP-derived acquisition functions, and in fact it is not difficult to apply the idea to other surrogate
models, which we leave for future work.
Improvement policies are a popular class of acquisition functions that
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rely on the improvement function
I(x) = (f (x) − τ )I[f (x) ≥ τ ]

(6.1)

where τ is some target value to improve upon. Expected improvement then
compute E[I(x)] under the posterior GP.
When the optimal objective value f? is known and we set τ = f? , these
algorithms are referred to as goal seeking (Jones, 2001). When the optimum
is not known, it is common to use a proxy for f? , such as the value of the
best observation so far, y + ; or in the noisy setting, one can use either the
maximum of the posterior mean or the value of the mean prediction µn at
the incumbent x+ ∈ arg maxx∈x1:n µn (x).
In some cases, the above choice of target τ = y + can lead to a lack
of exploration, therefore it is common to choose a minimum improvement
parameter ξ > 0 such that τ = (1 + ξ)y + (for convenience here we assume
y + is positive and in practice one can subtract the overall mean to make it
so). Intuitively, the parameter ξ allows us to require a minimum fractional
improvement over the current best observation y + . Previously, the parameter ξ had always been chosen to be constant,1 if not zero. In this work
we propose to use a function ξ : Rd 7→ R+ which maps points in the space
to a value of fractional minimum improvement. Following the same intuition, the function ξ lets us require larger improvements from points that are
farther and hence acts as a regularizer that penalizes distant points. The
improvement function hence becomes:
I(x) = (f (x) − τ (x))I[f (x) ≥ τ (x)],

(6.2)

where the target is now a function of x:
τ (x) = (1 + ξ(x))y + ;

(6.3)

the choice of ξ(x) is discussed in the Section 6.3.
1

Here we mean constant with respect to x, there has been previous work on adaptively
scheduling this parameters.
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6.2

Extension to general policies

In the formulation of the previous section, our method seems restricted to
improvement policies. However, many recent acquisition functions of interest are not improvement-based, such as GP-UCB, entropy search, and
Thompson sampling. In this section, we describe a closely related formulation that generalizes to all acquisition functions that are derived from a GP
surrogate model.
Consider expanding our choice of non-stationary target τ in Equation (6.3)
I(x) = (f (x) − y + (1 + ξ(x)))I[f (x) ≥ y + (1 + ξ(x))]
= (f (x) − y + ξ(x) − y + )I[f (x) − y + ξ(x) ≥ y + ]
= (f˜(x) − y + )I[f˜(x) ≥ y + ]

(6.4)

where f˜ is the posterior mean of a GP from (2.27) with prior mean µ̃0 (x) =
µ0 (x) − y + ξ(x). Notice the similarity between (6.1) and (6.4). Indeed, in
its current form we see that the regularization can be achieved simply by
using a different prior mean µ̃0 and a constant target y + . This duality can
be visualized when comparing the left and right panel of Figure 6.1.
Strictly speaking, Equations (6.1) and (6.4) are not exactly equivalent.
Indeed, using a surrogate GP with prior mean µ̃0 , the posterior mean yields
an additional term
− k(x)T (K + σ 2 I)−1 ξ(X),

(6.5)

where [ξ(X)]i = ξ(xi ). This negative term will only accentuate the vanishing
of expected improvement for test points x that are far from the regularizer
centre. Indeed, in Figure 6.1 the two views produce indistinguishable regularized acquisition functions (in this case EI). However, we favour this new
formulation because we can apply the same regularization to any policy
which uses a Gaussian process, namely Thompson sampling and entropy
search.
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Figure 6.2: Visualization of selections xn made by the EI-H algorithm on
two toy problems: three Gaussian modes in one (left) and two (right) dimensions. Grey lines delimit the initial bounding box; grey square markers
indicate the initial Latin hypercube points, while the orange and blue points
distinguish between the first and second half of the evaluation budget of 30d,
respectively. In the two-dimensional example, the height of the Gaussians
are indicated by +1, +2, and +3.

6.3

Choice of regularization

By inspecting Equation (3.21), we see that any coercive 2 prior mean function would lead to an asymptotically vanishing EI acquisition function as
||x|| → ∞. More precisely, this is due to both Φ and φ vanishing as their
arguments approach −∞. In this work, we consider two coercive regularizing prior mean functions, namely a quadratic (Q) and an isotropic hingequadratic (H), defined as follows (excluding the constant bias b)
ξQ (x) = (x − x̄)T diag(w2 )−1 (x − x̄),


kx − x̄k2 − R 2
ξH (x) = I[kx − x̄k2 > R]
.
βR

(6.6)
(6.7)

Both of these regularizers are parameterized by d location parameters x̄, and
while ξQ has an additional d width parameters w, the isotropic regularizer ξH
has a single radius R and a single β parameter, which controls the curvature
2

By a coercive regularizer ξ we mean one that satisfies: lim||x||→∞ ξ(x) → −∞.
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of ξH outside the ball of radius R; in what follows we fix β = 1.
Remark 4 (On fixing the prior mean hyperparameters)
We are left with the choice of centre x̄ and radius parameters R (or widths
w). Unlike the bias term b, these parameters of the regularizer are not
intended to allow the surrogate to better fit the observations Dn . In fact,
using the marginal likelihood to estimate or marginalize ψ = {x̄, R, w},
could lead to fitting the regularizer to a local mode which could trap the
algorithm in a suboptimal well. For this reason, we use an initial, temporary
user-defined bounding box to set ψ at the beginning of the run; the value of
ψ remains fixed in all subsequent iterations.
Note that, while the bounding box in current Bayesian optimization
practice is a hard constraint on the domain, our approach uses it simply to
generate a regularizer which will focus the sequential search without constraining it. One clear advantage of our algorithm is that it adheres to the
current user interface, allowing practitioners to continue simply specifying a
reasonable range for each search dimension. This is arguably a much more
natural requirement than a multidimensional centre and width parameters.
Finally, note that when users specify an arbitrary bounding box, they
are in effect fixing 2d parameters. In that respect, our algorithm requires
no more parameters than current practice, yet allows the search to progress
outside of this arbitrary box, given a large enough budget.

6.4

Volume doubling

Finally, let us define the volume doubling heuristic. It consists of expanding
the search space regularly as the optimization progresses, starting with an
initial user-defined bounding box. This method otherwise follows the standard Bayesian optimization procedure and optimizes within the bounding
box that is available at the given time step n. This approach requires two
parameters: the number of iterations between expansions and the growth
factor γ. Naturally, to avoid growing the feasible space X by a factor that
is exponential in d, the growth factor applies to the volume of X . Finally,
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Figure 6.3: Best observations as optimization progresses. In the Hartmann
experiments, the known optimum is represented as a horizontal dotted line.
Plotting mean and standard error over 40 (Hartmann), 25 (MLP), and 20
(CNN) repetitions.
the expansion is isotropic about the centre of the domain. In this work, we
double (γ = 2) the volume every 3d evaluations (only after an initial Latin
hypercube sampling of 3d points).

6.5

Visualization

Before describing our experimental results, Figure 6.2 provides a visualization of EI with the hinge-quadratic prior mean, optimizing two toy problems
in one and two dimensions. The objective functions simply consist of three
distant Gaussian modes of varying heights and the initial bounding box is
set such that it does not include the optimum. We draw attention to the
way the space is gradually explored outward from the initial bounding box.
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6.6

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our proposed methods and show that they
achieve the desirable behaviour on two synthetic benchmarking functions,
and a simple task of tuning the stochastic gradient descent and regularization parameters used in training a multi-layered perceptron (MLP) and a
convolutional neural network (CNN) on the MNIST dataset.
Experimental protocol.

For every test problem of dimension d and ev-

ery algorithm, the optimization was run with an overall evaluation budget
of 30d including an initial 3d points sampled according to a Latin hypercube
sampling scheme (as suggested in (Jones, 2001)). Throughout each particular run, at every iteration n we record the value of the best observation up
to n and report these in Figure 6.3. Experiments were repeated to report
and compare the mean and standard error of the algorithms: the synthetic
experiments were repeated 40 times, while the MNIST experiments were
repeated 25 and 20 times for the MLP and the CNN, respectively.
Algorithms.

We compared the two different methods above—volume dou-

bling and regularization—to the standard EI with a fixed bounding box.
Common random seeds were used for all methods in order to reduce confounding noise. All algorithms were implemented in the pybo framework
available on github,3 and are labelled in the following figures as follows:
EI: Vanilla expected improvement with hyperparameter marginalization via
MCMC.
EI-V: Expected improvement with the search volume doubled every 3d
iterations.
EI-H: Regularized EI with a hinge-quadratic prior mean with β = 1 and
R fixed by the circumradius of the initial bounding box.
3

https://github.com/mwhoffman/pybo
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EI-Q: Regularized EI with a quadratic prior mean where the widths w are
fixed to those of the initial bounding box.
RS: As an additional benchmark, on the neural network tuning tasks,
we considered a random selection strategy, which uniformly sampled
within the user-defined bounding box.
Note that for the regularized methods EI-H/Q, the initial bounding box
is only used to fix the location and scale of the regularizers, and to sample
initial query points. In particular, both regularizers are centred around
the box centre. For the quadratic regularizer the width of the box in each
direction is used to fix w, whereas for the hinge-quadratic R is set to the
box circumradius. Once these parameters are fixed, the bounding box is no
longer relevant, and more importantly, the algorithm is free to select points
outside of it, see Figure 6.2 and 6.4 for example.

6.6.1

Synthetic benchmarks: Hartmann

The Hartmann 3 and 6 functions (numbers refer to their dimensionality) are
standard, synthetic global optimization benchmarking test functions with
known global optima. These are typically optimized in the unit hypercube
[0, 1]d , as we do in our Hartmann3 and 6 experiments.
In a separate experiment, indicated by an appended asterisk (e.g. Hartmann3∗),
we consider an initial bounding box of side length 0.2 centred uniformly at
random within the unit hypercube. Each of the 40 repetitions of this experiment fixed a different such domain for all algorithms. The smaller domain
has a 0.2d probability of including the global optimum, especially unlikely
in the six-dimensional problem. This experiment is meant to test whether
our proposed methods are capable of useful exploration outside the initial
bounding box and further compare them in such a situation.

6.6.2

MLP and CNN on MNIST

The MNIST hand-written digit recognition dataset is a very common task
for testing neural network methods and architectures. Neural networks are
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Momentum

L 1 reg.
Figure 6.4: Pairwise scatterplot of selections (upper triangle) and recommendations (lower triangle) for the MLP-MNIST experiment. For example,
the second plot of the first row corresponds to a scatter plot of the selected
learning rates vs. momentum parameters for a single seed. In contrast, the
first plot of the second row corresponds to a scatter plot of the recommended
learning rates and momentum parameters over all runs. The initial bounding box and sample points (for this particular run) are shown as a black
rectangle and black square dots, respectively. All other points respect the
colour scheme of Figure 6.3. (the `2 regularization parameters were cropped
out for space considerations.)
usually trained using some variant of stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
The hyperparameters can impact both the speed of convergence and the
quality of the trained network. We consider an MLP with 2048 hidden units
with tanh non-linearities, and a CNN with two convolutional layers. These
examples were taken from the official GitHub repository of torch demos.4
The code written for this work can be readily extended to any other demo
in the repository or in fact any script that can be run from the shell.
In this experiment, we optimize four parameters of the SGD optimizer,
4

https://github.com/torch/demos
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namely the learning rate and momentum, and the `1 and `2 regularization
coefficients. The parameters were optimized in log space (base e) with an
initial bounding box of [−3, −1] × [−3, −1] × [−3, 1] × [−3, 1], respectively.
For each parameter setting, a black-box function evaluation corresponds to
either training the MLP for 5 epochs or the CNN for 3, and returning the
test set accuracy. To be clear, the goal of this experiment is not to achieve
state-of-the-art for this classification task but instead to demonstrate that
our proposed algorithms can find optima well outside their initial bounding
boxes.

6.6.3

Results

Figure 6.3 shows that for the Hartmann tests, the proposed Bayesian optimization approaches work well in practice. The results confirm our hypothesis that the proposed methods are capable of useful exploration outside the
initial bounding box. We note that when using the entire unit hypercube as
the initial box, all the Bayesian optimization techniques exhibit similar performance as in this case the optimum is within the box. The Hartmann tests
also show that the volume doubling heuristic is a good baseline method; and
the plateaus suggest that this method warrants further study in, perhaps
adaptive, scheduling strategies. Although it is less effective than EI-H as the
dimensionality increases, it is nonetheless an improvement over standard EI
in all cases.
The MNIST experiment shows good performance from all three methods
EI-{V,H,Q}, particularly from the hinge-quadratic regularized algorithm.
Indeed, when compared to the standard EI, EI-H boasts over 20% improvement in accuracy on the MLP and almost 10% on the CNN.
We believe that EI-H performs particularly well in settings where a small
initial bounding box is prescribed because the hinge-quadratic regularizer
allows the algorithm to explore outward more quickly. In contrast, EI-Q
performs better when the optimum is included in the initial box; we suspect
that this is due to the fact that the regularizer avoids selecting boundary and
corner points, which EI and EI-V tend to do, as can be seen in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 demonstrates that the algorithm in fact explores points outside the initially suggested bounded domain (drawn as a black rectangle).
Indeed, while the green dots (EI-V) follow the corners of the growing bounding box, the magenta and cyan dots of EI-H/Q, respectively, do not exhibit
this artifact.

6.7

Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new versatile approach to Bayesian optimization
which is less sensitive to the initial choice of bounds because the algorithm is
capable of growing its search space adaptively to an arbitrary size. Indeed,
given a small initial bounding box that does not include the optimum, we
have demonstrated that our approach can expand its region of interest and
reach the optimum. This method has a proximal flavour; to select the next
point, we seek a maximizer of the acquisition function that is not too far
from the current neighbourhood.
Our method fits seamlessly within the current Bayesian optimization
framework, and can be readily used with any acquisition function which is
induced by a GP. Furthermore, all the extra hyperparameters but one (β)
can readily be learned using existing hyperparameter sampling mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Discussion
This thesis contributed to both major components of the Bayesian optimization framework: modelling and decision-making. We validated our methods
by extensive experimenting on ubiquitous synthetic test functions, real-world
benchmarking tasks, as well as some new tasks we introduced. Moreover,
throughout the thesis work, increasing effort was put on making our experiments reproducible and our software available online as free and open
source.
The exposition of the background material, most of which can be found
in our recent review paper (Shahriari et al., 2016b), often focused on hyperparameter tuning, which is of particular interest to the machine learning
community. Nevertheless, the applicability of the method is much broader
and we anticipate the model-based sequential optimization techniques reviewed in this thesis to find uses in many scientific and engineering fields.

7.1

Decision-making: unifying BayesGap and ESP

Since our work on ESP, the approach of Hernández-Lobato et al. (2014)
known as PES has proven to be an efficient alternative to the Monte Carlo
approximations carried out in Chapter 5. Our results would likely exhibit
much less variance and be much more efficient using PES. One may ask
whether it is worth maintaining a portfolio of candidates {xk } when it is
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possible to efficiently optimize the entropy directly over the entire input
space X . However, as we have seen in Chapter 4 as well as in the recent work
of Russo and Van Roy (2014b) on information-directed sampling (IDS), combining regret-minimizing policies with more exploratory information-greedy
approaches can be very effective. Indeed, similar to BayesGap, ESP sequentially reduces the entire search space X to a set of candidates, reminiscent of
J and j in the BayesGap algorithm. The next query point is then selected
among them using a measure of uncertainty, entropy in the case of ESP and
posterior variance in the case of BayesGap.
Applied to parallel queries. The problem of optimization given a parallel query budget is often a much more realistic setting than the strictly
sequential one. In many cases, the objective function can be evaluated
multiple times in parallel, for instance, one often has access to a cluster
of available compute nodes in order to parallelize hyperparameter tuning.
There has been much recent work in batch Bayesian optimization where at
each iteration the agent chooses a set of inputs to be queried next. Because
this auxiliary task is a combinatorial optimization problem, most present
solutions simulate the sequential process either by hallucinating pending
observations (Azimi et al., 2010; Snoek et al., 2012), approximating the intractable maximum of a sequence of acquisition functions (Janusevskis et al.,
2012), or conditioning on the predictive mean at pending query points (Desautels et al., 2014). This practice artificially reduces the variance at pending
locations, which in turn causes these algorithms to output a diverse set of
points. Moreover, for randomized acquisition functions such as Thompson
sampling and its approximate extension to continuous spaces discussed in
Appendix B, the algorithm can simply be run multiple times with different
pseudo-random generator seeds to simply produce a batch Thompson sampling strategy. This last approach is an interesting one which, to the best
of our knowledge, has yet to be studied in the literature.
For the approaches that simulate the sequential search, the acquisition
functions that are used are designed to select the next query point so as to
trade off exploration and exploitation for the next observation. Whereas this
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makes sense when the optimizer can only run a single experiment, there may
be a more optimal search strategy when multiple experiments can be run in
parallel. In fact the burden of trading off exploration and exploitation is no
longer on each individual experiment but on the collective, which allows the
individual experiments to be more aggressively exploratory or exploitative.
Our work on BayesGap and portfolio methods, provide a good way to obtain
a diverse set or points, due to the different behaviours of different acquisition
functions.
In practice, the recommendation strategy is to select the incumbent,
which is the best observed query point (after smoothing). Such a recommendation strategy would benefit from dedicating a portion of the query
batch to pure exploitation, which will result in refining the surrogate model
around the current incumbent.

7.2

Contributions to the practice

Until very recently, the established Bayesian optimization practice required
a user-defined bounded domain, which is assumed to contain the global optimizer. However, raised as an important remaining challenge at the 2014
NIPS workshop on Bayesian optimization, practitioners are often hesitant
to prescribe a bounding box for the optimization domain because they are
unwilling to completely discard large areas of the search domain. This is an
unnecessary barrier to adoption that our work on unconstrained Bayesian
optimization (Shahriari et al., 2016a) addressed via an intuitive regularization technique. While this shifts the difficulty of selecting a bounding box
to that of choosing a regularizer, we proposed a simple and effective way to
derive a regularizer from user-defined search ranges, which are often more
intuitively set. Our experiments show that this approach is much more forgiving to a poor choices of search ranges as it can exceed them if necessary.
Meanwhile setting hard constraints is still just as easy. Furthermore, though
we experimented with expected improvement and Gaussian process models,
the simplicity of the approach means that it can be extended to many more
models and acquisition functions.
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Indeed, that work featured an important experimental component, and
the regularized methods proved effective on the task of tuning the stochastic gradient descent optimizer of two neural network architectures on two
famous object recognition datasets: MNIST and CIFAR.

7.3

Future work: first order Bayesian optimization

Recently, we have also been exploring incorporating first order information,
such as gradients and directional derivatives in the Bayesian optimization
surrogate model. Although the use of Gaussian processes with derivative
information is not new (see for example Rasmussen and Williams, 2006;
Lizotte, 2008; Osborne, 2010) recent work by Maclaurin et al. (2015) has
provided renewed motivation for this line of research. Indeed, in the context
of tuning the hyperparameters of a neural network, they are capable of backpropagating through gradient descent iterations in order to obtain gradients
of the empirical loss with respect to said hyperparameters (Maclaurin et al.,
2015).
Whereas they use this so-called “hypergradient” to tune the hyperparameters via gradient descent, we are exploring how much the gradients
can accelerate the convergence of Bayesian optimization. In addition, since
including gradient information increases the computational complexity of
exact GP inference by a factor of d3 where d is the number of hyperparameters, we are also exploring including directional derivatives, which would
increase complexity by a fixed factor independent of d. Eventually, we wish
to prove convergence rates for Bayesian optimization that are better than
the existing results (Srinivas et al., 2010; Bull, 2011) thanks to derivative
information, which will hopefully resemble those of gradient descent.
As a practical application, consider training a recurrent neural networks
(RNN). Indeed, training techniques such as backpropagation through time
(BPTT) are known to produce noisy gradients and lead to error magnification due to the recurrent nature of the model. As mentioned above, Bayesian
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optimization can elegantly incorporate such noisy gradients and derivatives,
as well as all the observations of the empirical loss, hopefully leading to
faster convergence to better (global) optima. However, the challenge for
Bayesian optimization is to scale to the high-dimensional search space and
the many observations such optimization will certainly require.
Fortunately, there has been much interest in compressing neural networks using Fourier or cosine transforms, e.g., work by Koutnik et al. (2010)
and more recently the ACDC work of Moczulski et al. (2015). Such techniques could potentially reduce the dimensionality of a neural network of a
significant and useful size down to a manageable number in the hundreds
and hopefully dozens. Meanwhile, in the Bayesian optimization community,
Kandasamy et al. (2015) have used additive kernels successfully to optimize
functions of dozens of variables; and Kandasamy’s latest unpublished model,
SALSA (Shrunk Additive Least Squares Approximation), seems to improve
on this even further. These two approaches could be combined to train recurrent neural networks using Bayesian optimization, in other words, learn
a good set of weights for the neural network. Note that this is in contrast to
existing Bayesian optimization work that aims to tune the hyperparameters
rather than the weights.

7.4

Final word: from academia to societal impact

Many real world implementations could—and, in our opinion, should—
incorporate the Bayesian optimization framework of (i) distilling observed
data into interpretable probabilistic surrogate models to facilitate (ii) principled, (near-)optimal, justifiable, and (semi-)automatic decision-making.
This is often a challenging automation task because it involves intervention, and people are understandably reluctant to surrender such agency to
an automatic mechanism. Hence our emphasis on interpretable models and
justifiable decision-making, that will likely, at least initially, be involve some
form of human oversight: driver-less cars are a timely example. Large scale
projects such as kernel learning (Wilson, 2014) and the automatic statistician Duvenaud et al. (2013) are important steps towards statistical inter91

pretability. Combined with Bayesian optimization, these solutions have the
potential to have a tremendous positive impact on accurate, efficient, and
data-driven medical diagnostic tools to aid medical staff, and similarly for
education and environmental management initiatives.
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Appendix A

BayesGap theory
A.1

Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of this section and the lemmas of the next section follow from the
proofs of Gabillon et al. (2012). The modifications we have made to this
proof correspond to the introduction of the function gk which bounds the
uncertainty sk in order to make it simpler to introduce other models. We
also introduce a sufficient condition on this bound, i.e. that it is monotonically decreasing in N in order to bound the arm pulls with respect to gk−1 .
Ultimately, this form of the theorem reduces the problem of of proving a
regret bound to that of checking a few properties of the uncertainty model.
Theorem 2
Consider a bandit problem with horizon T and K arms. Let Uk (t) and Lk (t)
be upper and lower bounds that hold for all times t ≤ T and all arms k ≤ K
with probability 1 − δ. Finally, let gk be a monotonically decreasing function
P
such that sk (t) ≤ gk (Nk (t − 1)) and k gk−1 (Hk ) ≤ T − K. We can then
bound the simple regret as
P(ST ≤ ) ≥ 1 − KT δ.

(A.1)

Proof. We will first define the event E such that on this event every mean
is bounded by its associated bounds for all times t. More precisely we can
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write this as
E = {∀k ≤ K, ∀t ≤ T, Lk (t) ≤ zk ≤ Uk (t)}.

(A.2)

By definition, these bounds are given such that the probability of deviating
from a single bound is δ. Using a union bound we can then bound the
probability of remaining within all bounds as P(E) ≥ 1 − KT δ.
We will next condition on the event E and assume regret of the form
ST >  in order to reach a contradiction. Upon reaching said contradiction
we can then see that the simple regret must be bounded by  with probability
given by the probability of event E, as stated above. As a result we need
only show that a contradiction occurs.
We will now define t̂ = arg mint≤T BJ(t) (t) as the time at which the
recommended arm attains the minimum bound, i.e. âT = J(t̂) as defined in
(4.5). Let tk ≤ T be the last time at which arm k is pulled. Note that each
arm must be pulled at least once due to the initialization phase. We can
then show the following sequence of inequalities:
min(0, sk (tk ) − ∆k ) + sk (tk ) ≥ BJ(tk ) (tk )

(a)

≥ BΩT (t̂)

(b)

≥ RΩT

(c)

> .

(d)

Of these inequalities, (a) holds by Lemma B3, (c) holds by Lemma B1,
and (d) holds by our assumption on the simple regret. The inequality (b)
holds due to the definition âT and time t̂. Note, that we can also write the
preceding inequality as two cases
sk (tk ) > 2sk (tk ) − ∆k > , if ∆k > sk (tk );

(A.3)

2sk (tk ) − ∆k ≥ sk (tk ) > , if ∆k ≤ sk (tk )

(A.4)
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This leads to the following bound on the confidence diameter,
sk (tk ) > max( 12 (∆k + ), ) = Hk

(A.5)

which can be obtained by a simple manipulation of the above equations.
More precisely we can notice that in each case, sk (tk ) upper bounds both 
and 12 (∆k + ), and thus it obviously bounds their maximum.
Now, for any arm k we can consider the final number of arm pulls, which
we can write as
Nk (T ) = Nk (tk − 1) + 1 ≤ g −1 (sk (tk )) + 1
< g −1 (Hk ) + 1.

(A.6)
(A.7)

This holds due to the definition of g as a monotonic decreasing function,
and the fact that we pull each arm at least once during the initialization
stage. Finally, by summing both sides with respect to k we can see that
P −1
k g (Hk ) + K > T , which contradicts our definition of g in the Theorem
statement.

A.2

Lemmas

In order to simplify notation in this section, we will first introduce B(t) =
mink Bk (t) as the minimizer over all gap indices for any time t. We will also
note that this term can be rewritten as
B(t) = BJ(t) (t) = Uj(t) (t) − LJ(t) (t),

(A.8)

which holds due to the definitions of j(t) and J(t).
Lemma B1
For any sub-optimal arm k 6= a? , any time t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, and on event
E, the immediate regret of pulling that arm is upper bounded by the index
quantity, i.e. Bk (t) ≥ Rk .
Proof. We can start from the definition of the bound and expand this term
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as
Bk (t) = max Ui (t) − Lk (t)
i6=k

≥ max zi − zk = z? − zk = Rk .
i6=k

(A.9)
(A.10)

The first inequality holds due to the assumption of event E, whereas the
following equality holds since we are only considering sub-optimal arms, for
which the best alternative arm is obviously the optimal arm.
Lemma B2
For any time t let k = at be the arm pulled, for which the following statements hold:
if k = j(t), then Lj(t) (t) ≤ LJ(t) (t),

(A.11)

if k = J(t), then Uj(t) (t) ≤ UJ(t) (t).

(A.12)

Proof. We can divide this proof into two cases based on which of the two
arms is selected.
Case 1: let k = j(t) be the arm selected. We will then assume that
Lj(t) (t) > LJ(t) (t) and show that this is a contradiction. By definition of the
arm selection rule we know that sj(t) (t) ≥ sJ(t) (t), from which we can easily
deduce that Uj(t) (t) > UJ(t) (t) by way of our first assumption. As a result
we can see that
Bj(t) (t) = max Uj (t) − Lj(t) (t)

(A.13)

j6=j(t)

< max Uj (t) − LJ(t) (t) = BJ(t) (t).

(A.14)

j6=J(t)

This inequality holds due to the fact that arm j(t) must necessarily have the
highest upper bound over all arms. However, this contradicts the definition
of J(t) and as a result it must hold that Lj(t) (t) ≤ LJ(t) (t).
Case 2: let k = J(t) be the arm selected. The proof follows the same
format as that used for k = j(t).
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Corollary B2
If arm k = at is pulled at time t, then the minimum index is bounded above
by the uncertainty of arm k, or more precisely
B(t) ≤ sk (t).

(A.15)

Proof. We know that k must be restricted to the set {j(t), J(t)} by definition. We can then consider the case that k = j(t), and by Lemma B2 we
know that this imposes an order on the lower bounds of each possible arm,
allowing us to write
B(t) ≤ Uj(t) (t) − Lj(t) (t) = sj(t) (t)

(A.16)

from which our corollary holds. We can then easily see that a similar
argument holds for k = J(t) by ordering the upper bounds, again via
Lemma B2.
Lemma B3
On event E, for any time t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, and for arm k = at the following
bound holds on the minimal gap,
B(t) ≤ min(0, sk (t) − ∆k ) + sk (t).

(A.17)

Proof. In order to prove this lemma we will consider a number of cases based
on which of k ∈ {j(t), J(t)} is selected and whether or not one or neither
of these arms corresponds to the optimal arm a? . Ultimately, this results in
six cases, the first three of which we will present are based on selecting arm
k = j(t).
Case 1: consider a? = k = j(t). We can then see that the following
sequence of inequalities holds,
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

z(2) ≥ zJ(t) (t) ≥ LJ(t) (t) ≥ Lj(t) (t) ≥ zk − sk (t).

(A.18)

Here (b) and (d) follow directly from event E and (c) follows from Lemma B2.
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Inequality (a) follows trivially from our assumption that k = a? , as a result
J(t) can only be as good as the 2nd-best arm. Using the definition of ∆k
and the fact that k = a? , the above inequality yields
sk (t) − (zk − z(2) ) = sk (t) − ∆k ≥ 0

(A.19)

Therefore the min in the result of Lemma B3 vanishes and the result follows
from Corollary B2.
Case 2: consider k = j(t) and a? = J(t). We can then write
B(t) = Uj(t) (t) − LJ(t) (t)

(A.20)

≤ zj(t) (t) + sj(t) (t) − zJ(t) (t) + sJ(t) (t)

(A.21)

≤ zk − z? + 2sk (t)

(A.22)

where the first inequality holds from event E, and the second holds because
by definition the selected arm must have higher uncertainty. We can then
simplify this as
= 2sk (t) − ∆k

(A.23)

≤ min(0, sk (t) − ∆k ) + sk (t),

(A.24)

where the last step evokes Corollary B2.
Case 3: consider k = j(t) 6= a? and J(t) 6= a? . We can then write the
following sequence of inequalities,
(a)

(b)

(c)

zj(t) (t) + sj(t) (t) ≥ Uj(t) (t) ≥ Ua? (t) ≥ z? .

(A.25)

Here (a) and (c) hold due to event E and (b) holds since by definition j(t) has
the highest upper bound other than J(t), which in turn is not the optimal
arm by assumption in this case. By simplifying this expression we obtain
sk (t) − ∆k ≥ 0, and hence the result follows from Corollary B2 as in Case 1.
Cases 4–6: consider k = J(t). The proofs for these three cases follow
the same general form as the above cases and is omitted. Cases 1 through
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6 cover all possible scenarios and prove Lemma B3.
Lemma B4
Consider a normally distributed random variable X ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ) and β ≥ 0.
The probability that X is within a radius of βσ from its mean can then be
written as

2
P |X − µ| ≤ βσ ≥ 1 − e−β /2 .

(A.26)

Proof. Consider U ∼ N (0, 1). The probability that U exceeds some positive
bound c > 0 can be written
Z
2
e−c /2 ∞ (c2 −u2 )/2
√
P(U > c) =
e
du
2π c
Z
2
e−c /2 ∞ −(u−c)2 /2−c(u−c)
= √
e
du
2π c
Z
2
e−c /2 ∞ −(u−c)2 /2
≤ √
e
du
2π c
≤ 21 e−c

2 /2

.

The first inequality holds due to the fact that e−c(u−c) ≤ 1 for u ≥ c, and
the second holds since c > 0. Using a union bound we can then bound both
sides as P(|U | > c) ≤ e−c

2 /2

. Finally, by setting U = (X − µ)/σ and c = β

we obtain the bound stated above.
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Appendix B

Approximate sampling from
posterior global minimizers
Given a continuous positive stationary kernel k0 , Bochner (1959) asserts
the existence of its Fourier dual s(w), the spectral density of k0 . We can
normalize it, letting p(w) = s(w)/α be the associated normalized density,
we can write the kernel as the expectation
k0 (x, x0 ) = α Ep(w) [e−iw

T (x−x0 )

]

= 2α Ep(w,b) [cos(wT x + b) cos(wT x0 + b)] ,
where b ∼ U[0, 2π].

Let φ(x) =

(B.1)
(B.2)

p
2α/m cos(Wx + b) denote an m-

dimensional feature mapping and where W and b consist of m stacked
samples from p(w, b). The kernel k can then be approximated by the inner
product of these features, k0 (x, x0 ) ≈ φ(x)T φ(x0 ). This approach was used
by (Rahimi and Recht, 2007) as an approximation method in the context
of kernel methods. The feature mapping φ(x) allows us to approximate
the Gaussian process prior for f with a linear model f (x) = φ(x)T θ where
θ ∼ N (0, I) is a standard multivariate normal. By conditioning on D, the
posterior for θ is also multivariate normal θ | D ∼ N (A−1 ΦT y, η 2 A−1 )
where A = ΦT Φ + η 2 I, y is the vector of the output data, and Φ is a matrix
of features evaluated on the input data.
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Let φ(i) and θ (i) be a random set of features and the corresponding posterior weights sampled both according to the generative process given above.
They can then be used to construct the function f (i) (x) = φ(i) (x)T θ (i) ,
which is an approximate posterior sample of f —albeit one with a finite
parameterization. We can then maximize this function to obtain z(i) =
arg minx∈X f (i) (x), which is approximately distributed according to P? ( · |
D). To produce samples from this process it is also necessary to derive
the spectral density for any kernel of interest. This quantity is given by
R iwT τ
1
the kernel’s Fourier transform s(w) = (2π)
e
k(τ , 0) dτ . For examd
ple, for the squared-exponential and Matérn kernels the normalized spectral
densities take the form
wse ∼ N (0, Λ)
wmatérn ∼ T (0, Λ,

5
2 ),

(B.3)
(B.4)

i.e. these are distributed as a normal and Student’s t respectively, which are
easy to sample from. Recall that Λ is the diagonal matrix of length scale
parameters for ARD kernels.
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Appendix C

Gradients of acquisition
functions
In this chapter, we provide some gradients of popular acquisition functions that came in handy when implementing the Bayesian optimization
approaches.
Consider the following GP posterior mean and variance
µ(x) = kT (x)K−1 y
σ 2 (x) = k(x, x) − k(x)K−1 k(x),

(C.1)
(C.2)

which we readily differentiate to obtain
∇µ(x) = ∇kT (x)K−1 y
∇σ 2 (x) = −2∇kT (x)K−1 k(x).

(C.3)
(C.4)

Note that in the last step we assume a stationary kernel k which means that
k(x, x) is some constant.
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C.1

Probability of improvement

The fist acquisition function of interest is probability of improvement (PI),
which, for a GP model, can be analytically computed yielding
αPI (x) := Φ(z(x))

(C.5)

where
z(x) :=

µ(x) − y +
,
σ(x)

(C.6)

where Φ is the standard normal CDF and y + = mini yi . This expression can
be differentiated as follows
∇αPI (x) = φ(z(x))∇z(x)

(C.7)

where phi is the standard normal pdf and

µ(x) − y +
∇z(x) = ∇
σ(x)
∇µ(x)σ(x) − (µ(x) − y + )∇σ(x)
=
σ 2 (x)
∇µ(x) 1
∇σ 2 (x)
=
− z(x) 2
σ(x)
2
σ (x)


where in the last step we used the fact that ∇σ(x) =

1 ∇σ 2 (x)
2 σ(x)

(C.8)
(C.9)
(C.10)
in order to

express the gradient in terms of the gradient of the variance, which is easier
to compute. Substituting (C.10) into (C.7) we get:
∇µ(x) 1
∇σ 2 (x)
− z(x) 2
∇α (x) = φ(z(x))
σ(x)
2
σ (x)
PI
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(C.11)

C.2

Expected improvement

A similar acquisition function is expected improvement (EI); as with PI, for
a GP model, EI can be analytically computed and reduces to the following
simple expression:
αEI (x) := σ(x) [z(x)Φ(z(x)) + φ(z(x))] ,

(C.12)

with z(x) defined as in (C.6). In the following, it will help to denote A(z) =
zΦ(z) + φ(z) and its first derivative A0 (z) = Φ(z) + zφ(z) + φ0 (z) = Φ(z),
where in the last step we use the property of the standard normal pdf φ0 (z) =
zφ(z). Note that with this new quantity A(z), the expected improvement
can be written αEI (x) = σ(x)A(z(x)). Let us now compute the gradient of
this expression.
∇αEI (x) = A(z(x))∇σ(x) + σ(x)A0 (z(x))∇z(x)
(C.13)


1 A(z(x))
∇µ(x) 1
∇σ 2 (x)
=
∇σ 2 (x) + σ(x)Φ(z(x))
− z(x) 2
2 σ(x)
σ(x)
2
σ (x)
(C.14)
1
∇σ 2 (x)
1
∇σ 2 (x)
= αEI (x) 2
+ Φ(z(x))∇µ(x) − z(x)Φ(z(x))
2
σ (x)
2
σ(x)
(C.15)


1
1 ∇σ 2 (x) EI
α (x) − z(x)Φ(z(x))σ(x) + Φ(z(x))∇µ(x)
∇αEI (x) =
2 σ 2 (x)
2
(C.16)
where we have written the gradient of EI entirely in terms of the posterior
quantities, µ and σ 2 , and their derivatives.

C.3

Gaussian process upper confidence bound

Finally, recall the definition of GP-UCB:
αUCB (x) := µ(x) + βσ 2 (x),
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(C.17)

which can be differentiated
∇αUCB (x) = ∇µ(x) + β∇σ 2 (x).
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(C.18)

Appendix D

Approximating Gaussian
process inference
For large datasets, or large function evaluation budgets in the Bayesian optimization setting, the cubic cost of exact inference is prohibitive and there
have been many attempts at reducing this computational burden via approximation techniques. In this chapter, we review two sparsification techniques
for Gaussian processes and the alternative random forest regression.

D.1

Sparse pseudo-inputs

One early approach considered using m < t inducing pseudo-inputs to reduce
the rank of the covariance matrix to m, resulting in a significant reduction
in computational cost (Seeger et al., 2003; Snelson and Ghahramani, 2005).
By forcing the interaction between the t data points x1:t and any test point
x to go through the set of m inducing pseudo-inputs, these methods can
compute an approximate posterior in O(tm2 + m3 ) time. Pseudo-input
methods have since been unified in a single theory based on the following
overarching approximation:
Z
p(f (x), f ) =

p(f (x), f , u)du
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Z
≈

q(f (x) | u)q(f | u)p(u) du = q(f , f∗ )

(D.1)

where u is the vector of function values at the pseudo-inputs. All the sparse
GP approximations based on pseudo-inputs can be formulated in terms of
the form used for the training and test conditionals, q(f (x)|u) and q(f |u),
respectively (Quiñonero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005).
In the seminal works on pseudo-input methods, the locations of the
pseudo-inputs were selected to optimize the marginal likelihood of the SPGP
(Seeger et al., 2003; Snelson and Ghahramani, 2005). In contrast, a variational approach has since been proposed to marginalize the pseudo-inputs
to maximize fidelity to the original exact GP (Titsias, 2009) rather than the
likelihood of the approximate GP.
The computational savings in the pseudo-input approach to approximating the GP comes at the cost of poor variance estimates. As can be observed
in Figure D.1, the uncertainty (blue shaded area) exhibits unwanted pinching at pseudo-inputs, while it is overly conservative in between and away
from pseudo-inputs. In this instance, the 10 inducing points, indicated with
black crosses, were not optimized to emphasize the potential pathologies of
the method. Since in Bayesian optimization we use the credible intervals to
guide exploration, these artefacts can mislead our search.

D.2

Sparse spectrum

While inducing pseudo-inputs reduce computational complexity by using a
fixed number of points in the search space, sparse spectrum gaussian processes (SSGP) take a similar approach to the kernel’s spectral space (LázaroGredilla et al., 2010). Bochner’s theorem states that any stationary kernel
k(x, x0 ) = k(x − x0 ) has a positive and finite Fourier spectrum s(w), i.e.
1
k(x) =
(2π)d

Z

e−iw·x s(w) dw.

(D.2)

Since the spectrum is positive and bounded, it can be normalized such that
p(w) := s(w)/ν is a valid probability density function. In this formulation,
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Figure D.1: Comparison of surrogate regression models
evaluating the stationary kernel is equivalent to computing the expectation
of the Fourier basis with respect to its specific spectral density p(w) as in
the following
0

k(x, x0 ) = ν Ep(w) [e−iw·(x−x ) ].

(D.3)

As the name suggests, SSGP approximates this expectation via Monte Carlo
estimation using m samples drawn from the spectral density so that
m

ν X −iw(i) ·x iw(i) ·x0
k(x, x ) ≈
e
e
m
0

(D.4)

i=1

where w(i) ∼ s(w)/ν. The resulting finite dimensional problem is equivalent
to Bayesian linear regression with m basis functions and the computational
cost is once again reduced to O(tm2 + m3 ).
As with the pseudo-inputs, the spectral points can also be tuned via
marginal likelihood optimization. Although this introduces a risk of overfitting, it allows for a smaller number of basis functions with good predictive
power (Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2010). Once again, in Figure D.1 we have
not tuned the 80 spectral points in this way. Whereas around observed
data (red crosses) the uncertainty estimates are smoother than the pseudoinputs method, away from observations both the prediction and uncertainty
regions exhibit spurious oscillations. This is highly undesirable for Bayesian
optimization where we expect our surrogate model to fall back on the prior
away from observed data.
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D.3

Random forest surrogates

Finally, as an alternative to Gaussian processes, random forest regression
has been proposed in the context of sequential model-based algorithm configuration (SMAC) (Hutter et al., 2011). Introduced in 2001 (Breiman,
2001), random forests are a class of scalable and highly parallelizable regression models that have been very successful in practice (Criminisi et al.,
2011). More precisely, the random forest is an ensemble method where
the weak learners are decision trees trained on random subsamples of the
data (Breiman, 2001). Averaging the predictions of the individual trees
produces an expressive response surfaces.
The random forest regression model gives SMAC the flexibility to handle
categorical input features and to scale to large observational datasets. On
the other hand, the exploration strategy in SMAC still requires an uncertainty estimate for predictions at test points. Since the random forest does
not readily provide an estimate of the variance of its predictions, Hutter
et al. proposed using the empirical variance in the predictions across trees
in the ensemble (Hutter et al., 2011).
Although random forests are good interpolators in the sense that they
output good predictions in the neighbourhood of training data, they are
very poor extrapolators. Indeed, far from the data, the predictions of all
trees could be identical, resulting in a poor prediction; more importantly,
using the variance estimate of SMAC results in extremely confident intervals. In Figure D.1 for example, away from data the shaded area is very
narrow around a very poor constant prediction. Even more troubling is the
fact that in areas of missing data multiple conflicting predictions can cause
the empirical variance to blow up sharply, as can be seen in Figure D.1.
While Gaussian processes are also poor extrapolators (when used with local kernels), they at least produce highly uncertain predictions away from
the data: a much more desirable behavior when trading off exploration and
exploitation.
Finally, another drawback of random forests for Bayesian optimization is
that the response surface is discontinuous and non-differentiable so gradient
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based optimization methods are not applicable and SMAC must rely on a
combination of local and random search when maximizing the acquisition
function.
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Appendix E

Hyperparameter learning
In Chapter 2, we mostly ignored the GP mean and kernel hyperparameters and assumed they were known or given. Consider the generic function
g : X × Θ 7→ R, where θ ∈ Θ represents the hyperparameters of our GP. In
the context of Bayesian optimization, this function could be our objective
function or any function derived from the Gaussian process, but for concreteness, it may help to think of it specifically as the acquisition function
α. We wish to marginalize out our uncertainty about θ with the following
expression
Z
gt (x) := Eθ [g(x; θ)|Dt ] =

g(x; θ)p(dθ|Dt )

(E.1)

This integral is over our posterior belief over θ given observations Dt , which
can be decomposed via Bayes rule as
p(θ|Dt ) =

γt (θ)
p(y|x1:t , θ)p(θ)
=:
p(Dt )
p(Dt )

(E.2)

where we have defined γt as the unnormalized posterior. In this section, we
review several methods used in practice to approximate the integral (E.1).
We first consider simple point estimates, followed by the Markov chain
Monte Carlo and sequential Monte Carlo methods, and finally, we present
variational methods.
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E.1

Point estimates

The simplest approach to tackling (E.1) is to fit the hyperparameter to
observed data using a point estimate θ̂tML or θ̂tMAP , corresponding to type II
maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimates, respectively. The
posterior is then replaced by a delta measure at the corresponding θ̂t which
yields
ĝt (x) = g(x; θ̂t ).

(E.3)

The estimators θ̂tML and θ̂tMAP can be obtained by optimizing the marginal
likelihood or the unnormalized posterior, respectively. For certain priors
and likelihoods, these quantities as well as their gradients can be computed
analytically. For example, the GP regression model yields the following
marginal likelihood:
Lt (θ) := log p(y|x1:t , θ)
(E.4)
1
1
t
= − (y − µ0 )T (Kθt + σ 2 I)−1 (y − µ0 ) − log |Kθt + σ 2 I| − log(2π).
2
2
2
(E.5)
Therefore it is common to use multi-started local optimizers such as the
limiter-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) method on
objectives Lt or γt .
In Bayesian optimization, our uncertainty about the response surface
plays a key role in guiding exploration and therefore it is important to incorporate our uncertainty about θ in the regression model. Naturally, these
point estimates cannot capture this uncertainty and the following sections
present common techniques for marginalizing out the hyperparameters in
more principled ways.

E.2

Markov chain Monte Carlo

The common component in Monte Carlo (MC) methods is that they ap (i) N
proximate the integral in (E.1) using N samples θt i=1 from the posterior
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distribution p(dθ|Dt ):
E [g(x; θ)|Dt ] ≈

N
1 X
(i)
g(x; θt ).
N

(E.6)

i=1

However, in practice it is impossible to sample directly from the posterior so we have to use sampling techniques to obtain samples that are
marginally distributed according to p(dθ|Dt ). In the Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) approach, a Markov chain of samples is generated where the
samples are marginally distributed according to the target posterior in the
limit of infinitely long chains.
In this section we introduce the slice sampler which is a particular
MCMC algorithm used in practice for hyperparameter marginalization in
Bayesian optimization (Murray and Adams, 2010; Snoek et al., 2012). Note
that other MCMC methods could also be used; in particular, since the
analytic gradient of the marginal likelihood can be computed, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC (Duane et al., 1987)) could be employed, but this
method can be hard to tune in practice.
Consider an auxiliary random variable u ∈ and the following joint prob

ability distribution with density π(θ, u) = I 0 ≤ u ≤ π(θ) such that
Z

Z

π(θ)

π(θ, u)du =

du = π(θ).

(E.7)

0

Therefore we can sample from π(dθ) by sampling from this joint distribution and ignoring the auxiliary variable u. One way to create a Markov
chain over this augmented space is by defining the following transition kernel κ(θ, u, dθ0 , du0 ) = p(dθ0 |u0 )p(du0 |θ), where the conditionals are defined
as
p(du0 |θ) = U[0,π(θ)] (du0 )

(E.8)

p(dθ0 |u0 ) = U{θ0 :π(θ0 )≥u0 } (dθ0 ).

(E.9)

Because this algorithm only consists of comparisons of probability densities,
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we can replace the above π(θ) with the unnormalized γ(θ). Therefore, we
first compute γ(θ) and draw a uniform random variable u0 ∈ [0, γ(θ)]; we
then sample uniformly within the slice {θ0 : γ(θ0 ) ≥ u0 }. Even in one
dimension it is difficult to find this set so in practice a width parameter w
is chosen and a candidate window of width w randomly centred around the
current sample θ is initialized. The endpoints θL and θU of the slice are
tested to see whether u0 ≥ γ(θL/U ) holds, i.e. whether either endpoint is
outside of the slice. The bounds are iteratively grown by taking steps of
width w until the test holds.
Once the bounds θL/U include the slice1 , a proposal θ0 ∈ [θL , θU ] is
uniformly sampled. If γ(θ0 ) > u the proposal is accepted (and the Markov
chain carries on from here), if the proposal is rejected, the bounds θL/U are
updated according to whether θ0 < θ or θ0 > θ, respectively. These steps are
described more precisely in Algorithm 5, where we consider the slice sampler
without the stepping out subroutine.
In multiple dimensions one can either sequentially sample each dimension independently, or draw a random direction and slice sample along it.
Another common strategy is to partition the dimensions into blocks and
sequentially slice sample along a random direction in the subspaces corresponding to each of the blocks. The latter is especially recommended when
certain dimensions, i.e. hyperparameters are highly correlated.
1

Actually, since the slice is not necessarily a simply connected set, the bounds are only
guaranteed to include part of the slice. See (Neal, 2003) for a more rigorous proof of
correctness of the slice sampling algorithm.
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Algorithm 5 Slice sampling
Require: γ, the unnormalized posterior;
θ, the current sample of the Markov chain;
w, a width parameter.
1:

Sample u ∼ U[0, γ(θ)]

2:

Sample v ∼ U[0, w]

3:

Set θL = θ − v and θU = θ + w

4:

while θL < θU do

5:

Sample θ0 ∼ U[θL , θU ]

6:

if γ(θ0 ) ≥ u then
return θ0

7:

else

8:

if θ0 < θ then

9:

Set θL = θ0

10:

else

11:

Set θU = θ0

12:

end if

13:
14:

end if

15:

end while

16:

return θ0
Naturally, in practice this method is used far from the asymptotic limit

and therefore the samples can be highly correlated. Furthermore, multimodal posteriors over θ can be hard to approximate due to poor mixing
or short chains. The following section reviews a Monte Carlo method that
addresses the mixing issue when the target distribution is in fact a slowly
varying distribution, such as our posterior over θ.

E.3

Sequential Monte Carlo

In this section, the approach we take is a generalization of particle filters due
to (Liu and Chen, 1998) called sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) and has been
implemented for hyperparameter marginalization by (Gramacy and Polson,
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2011). SMC is especially useful when one wants to compute the expectation
of a sequence of functions {gt } with respect to a slowly varying sequence of
distributions πt . In our case, this sequence of distributions consists of the
posterior distribution of θ after every observation.
The idea of SMC is to maintain a set of N particles and corresponding
 (i) (i)
weights (θt , wt ) with target distribution p(dθ|Dt ). At time t + 1, we
evolve the particles following some transition kernel Kt (θ, dθ) and update
the weights accordingly. Then the SMC approximation to (E.1) differs from
(E.6) slightly and can be written as follows:
E [g(x; θ)|Dt ] ≈

N
X

(i)

(i)

g(x; θt )ŵt ,

(E.10)

i=1
(i)

where ŵt are the normalized weights
(i)

w
(i)
ŵt := P t
N

(j)

.

(E.11)

j=1 wt

Consider the sequence of target distributions πt (dθ) := p(dθ|Dt ) where,
with a slight abuse of notation, wherever we use θ as an argument to πt we
are referring to its associated density with respect to some base measure—
we use this convention throughout the paper. While we cannot compute this
quantity pointwise, we can compute the unnormalized measure by applying
Bayes rule
πt (θ) = p(θ|Dt ) =

p(Dt |θ)p(θ)
γt (θ)
=
.
p(Dt )
p(Dt )

(E.12)

Note that the unnormalized posterior γt (θ) is the product of the marginal
likelihood and the prior which can be computed pointwise.
The weights are sequentially updated according to
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

wt = wt−1 w̃t (θt−1 , θt ).

(E.13)

The incremental weight w̃t (·, ·) depends on the transition kernel Kt that
is used. Equation 31 from (Del Moral et al., 2006) states that if Kt is
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an MCMC kernel with stationary distribution πt (θ) then a good – though
suboptimal – incremental weight to use
w̃t (θ, θ0 ) =

γt (θ)
γt−1 (θ)

(E.14)

which yields
w̃t (θ, θ0 ) =

p(Dt |θ)p(θ)
p(Dt |θ)
p(yt |xt , Dt−1 , θ)p(Dt−1 |θ)
=
=
p(Dt−1 |θ)p(θ)
p(Dt−1 |θ)
p(Dt−1 |θ)
(E.15)

= p(yt |xt , Dt−1 , θ).

(E.16)
(i)

(i)

Since the weight of the particle θ0 = θt only depends on its parent θt−1 , it
is possible to weigh and resample particles before propagating them; thus
recover the particle learning approach of (Gramacy and Polson, 2011). This
is sometimes referred to as the look-ahead trick because it allows us to
observe the next data point before resampling the current set of particles.
Note that in the previous section we detailed a MCMC kernel with stationary distribution πt (θ) and we can use the same slice sampler to propose
new particles. This way, the SMC approach can be interpreted as evolving
multiple MCMC chains in parallel with interactions at resampling steps.
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